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Breaking the ‘Fatherless’ Cycle
The community gathers to discuss how to strengthen the black family

Joan Bliss with author Jonetta Rose Barras (left) who was the keynote
speaker for the "Caring and Coping" mental health forum held last weekend.
photo by Rassi

by Trade Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG How does a son greet a
father after not seeing him
for 20 years?
Reginald Randolph's
plan was to extend his right
hand and hit his father on
the back with the left one.
Instead of patting his
father, the-then 17-year-old
gave him a bear hug and
spent the next three days
making up for lost time.

Unfortunately, the reunion
was short-lived. His father
once again disappeared out
of his life.
"The first lesson my
father taught me was aban
donment," said Randolph,
who is now the director of
Father Services for the
Pinellas County Health
Department.
Randolph was among
nearly 75 participants who
shared similar stories last
Saturday as part of a two-

day forum that examined
fatherlessness within the
black community.
Sponsored by the
African American Mental
Health Initiative and St.
Petersburg Weed & Seed,
the first day of the forum
attracted some 90 health
care professionals who
wanted to learn how to
break the cultural barriers
that prevent blacks from
seeking psychiatric help.
"We must treat our

mental health as we do our
physical health," said Janis
Ford, the city’s Weed &
Feed director and one of
the event’s organizers.
Jonetta Rose Barras
was the keynote speaker on
both days of the event
titled, "Caring and Coping:
Community Strategies for
Strengthening
AfricanAmerican Families."
"We are late coming to
this discussion,"
said
Barras, an award-winning
journalist and author of the
best-selling
book,
"Whatever Happened to
Daddy’s Girl: The Impact
of Fatherlessness on Black
Women."
Barras said that black
people "are just now jump
ing on the bandwagon" of a
movement that started with
the Promise Keepers back
in the early 1990s.
"We didn’t want to be a
part of it because it consist
ed primarily of white men
who looked like conserva
tives and acted like conser
vatives," she said. "Yet, it
was our community being
hurt" by the lack of fathers

Family
continued on pg. 5

Mayor Unveils New BicyclelPedestrian
Project - ------------------

Frederick, manager of neighborhood transportation, discusses details of the
city's $11.6 million plan to increase bicycle and pedestrian safety. School
resource officer Patrick Stelmach, right, and sixth grade students from Baypoint
Middle School participated in the press conference held in the school's library.
Baypoint will be among the schools in St. Petersburg to benefit from upgraded
crosswalks under the city plan.
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by Melvin Baker
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Parents may soon feel safer
as they watch their children
pedal to school. And work
ers who walk to their jobs
can expect to arrive alive.
Those situations are
increasingly realistic with
the announcement by city
officials last Thursday that
they will spend . $11.6 mil-

lion to shore up the safety
of bicyclists and pedestri
ans who use city streets and
sidewalks.
Unveiling the "City
Trails" program, Mayor
Rick Baker said that in the
next five years the city
would increase to 150
miles the number of bike
paths, build 38 more miles
of sidewalks along major
roads, and improve signage

and markings of 81 cross
walks. In addition, public
education about bike and
pedestrian safety issues
will be stepped up and
enforcement of traffic laws
increased.
Noting that the Tampa
Bay area has been labeled
one of the least friendly
cities in the nation for bicy
clists and pedestrians,
Baker said, "that
an

is

absolutely intolerable situ
ation and it's got to
change."
A 2002 study by the
federal Surface Trans
portation Policy Project
titled, "The Mean Streets,"
cited
the
Tampa-St.
Petersburg-Clearwater area
as the second-most danger
ous area in the nation for
pedestrians.
Orlando
topped the list, with West
Palm Beach-Boca Raton
ranked third.
For this area, the study
found that pedestrians were
more than a fifth of all traf
fic deaths in the area.
According to the report, 81
pedestrians died in traffic
accidents in 2001 and 97 in
2000. Statewide, 994
pedestrians were killed
between 2000 and 2001.
Other statistics in the
report suggest that ethnic
minorities might benefit
greatly from the City Trails
program. Nationally, more
than a fifth of pedestrians
killed
are
African
Americans, although they
comprise only 12 percent
of the population.

Bicycle
continued on pg. 5
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Group: District’s Recruiting Plan is
Lacking - ----------- ------- -------------------------------Community group wants to work with the school district to recruit more black teachers and
administrators
by Linda J. Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG A workshop to examine the
Pinellas County school dis
trict plans to increase
African-American teachers
revealed it is the regular
plan that the personnel
department uses to recruit
any teacher with two minor
additions.
As . reported earlier,
officials from the district’s
human resources depart
ment originally presented
its minority recruitment
plan on July 28 in a com
munity forum sponsored by
Concerned Organizations
for Quality Education for
Black students, a coalition
of local African-American
groups.
The plan was too
lengthy to probe in detail
then, so last week, a dozen
members of the group met
again with Martha Barker
and Debbie Wedding to ask
pointed questions in a 90minute workshop at the
James B. Sanderlin Family
Services Center.

The recruiting plan is
important because the
Pinellas County School
Board signed a stipulated
court order on December
17, 1999 to increase the
number
of
AfricanAmerican teachers to
reflect the percentage of
black students. Currently,
the number of black teach
ers is nine percent while
the number of black stu
dents is 18.4 percent.
The district goal is to
boost the number of black
teachers to 18 percent by
2006-2007 to mirror the
student body. The order
states a "critical shortage"
exists if there is a two per
cent difference between the
percentages of black stu
dents and black teachers.
Wedding, supervisor
for recruitment and reten
tion, discussed strategies
for recruiting minorities.
One strategy is referral fol
low-up, which is a letter
sent by Barker, an assistant
superintendent, to contacts
in the African-American
community to request

referrals for qualified black
teachers.
If the district offers an
advance contract to an
African-American hired
from a referral, the district
reimburses moving expens
es, but does this for white
applicants, too.
Concerned
Organ
izations member Vyrle
Davis
also
reminded
Wedding that only 37 per
cent of all advance con
tracts were for blacks and
63 percent for non-blacks.
He questioned low num
bers when blacks are clas
sified as in "critical short
age."
As the workshop pro
gressed nothing in the dis
trict’s plan seemed exclu
sively for blacks except for
the recruitment team of
principals called a "cadre."
Wedding was asked if
the district had any tools in
their Minority Recruitment
Plan exclusively to attract
African-American appli
cants. She told the group,
yes, the only advanced con
tracts that were offered in

elementary
were
for
African Americans.
The referral follow-up,
which Barker said usually
brings two or three people
a year, is solely for recruit
ment of black teachers, too.
"But it is not an incentive,"
she said.
Davis brought up the
competitive nature of
recruitment and Wedding
and Barker responded with
examples of problems the
district has in recruiting
any teachers because of
stiff competition.
Wedding said the dis
trict offers jobs to more
black candidates than actu
ally accept. She said that
part of the problem in
recruiting
African
Americans is because
schools in states such as
Texas can offer black can
didates $5,000 in addition
to their regular salary and
other inducements.
The recent appoint
ment of Sandra Hopkins,
who is black, as the new

Plan
continued on pg. 7

Determination is Main Ingredient
Behind Shaheed’s Success----------

Najiyyah Shaeed standing next to merchandise
in her store.
photo by Rassi

by Frances Pinckney
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG There’s something for
everyone at Shaheed’s.
The clothing store and
beauty salon has made-toorder beautiful African,
Islamic and American fash
ions as well as hip-hop
apparel that appeal to teens
and young adults.
There is an impressive
display of greeting cards
for all occasions. Beautiful
artwork. A grand collection
of hats, purses and jewelry.
A vast array of oils,
incense, perfume and beau
ty products. Health and
nutritional supplements are

stocked with brochures of
information. Books of
inspiration and poetry. And
beautiful formals of exqui
site fabric grace the walls,
some of which, are origi
nals made by the owner,
Najiyyah Shaeed.
There’s also a beauty
salon on the back of the
store where Shaheed does
shampoos, extensions and
locking while daughter,
Rasheedah Haneef, does
the hair braiding.
To save time, once
you’re done with your
shopping, you can pay your
electric and telephone bills
at the store, which is locat
ed in the Skyway Plaza at
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1047 62nd Ave. S. in St:
Right off the bat, she
Petersburg.
knew it would take more
"At last, I have found a than being good with fig
place that provides more ures to open a banking
visibility of my business," business, so she settled for
said Shaheed, whose hus a pawn shop.
band, Bilal Abdullah, also
In fact, she was the first
works there. "My stock is woman in Jackson, Miss, to
not limited to ethnic own a pawn shop, but there
(goods). I have a good were barriers to overcome.
assortment of merchan The cost of bonding and
dise."
insurance, along with the
St. Petersburg is a long racial climate that worked
way from Shaheed’s native against blacks who owned
home of Flora, Miss, where their own business, and the
she and her siblings picked nature of her business, led
cotton on the farm where to her closing the shop.
her father sharecropped.
"I didn’t feel good
She dropped out of school about people losing their
at a young age and married. prize possessions when
Hard work and long they weren’t able to redeem
hours in the cotton field them on time," she con
strengthened her determi fessed. "I just didn’t have
nation to have something of the heart for it."
her own. Somehow she
But the determine
seemed to just have a men Shaheed did have the heart
tal attitude for business.
and entrepreneurial spirit to
She thought about open another business, this
opening . a bank, credit time a fashion shop.
union or make a practice
A self-taught seam
out of lending money since stress, Shaheed was turned
family and friends were onto African fashions by
always asking her to pay her sister, Rashied Okolo,
bills for them with her cred
Shaheed
it cards.
continued on pg. 7
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Organ Donation and
You--------------------------by Bernice Powell Jackson
Most of us over 30 (ok,
over 40) don’t think posi
tively about rap music and
rap artists. And most of us
who don’t have friends or
relatives in need of healthy
kidneys or livers or lungs
or hearts or bone marrow
don’t think about donation
of organs. Now the rap
artist Nelly is showing the
kinder face of rap music,
while helping many young
fans, especially those of co
lor, to understand the criti
cal need for organ donation
in our communities.
It seems that Nelly’s
sister, Jackie, is fighting for
her life and he is deter
mined to help her succeed.
Jackie has leukemia and
needs a stem cell transplant
but so far has been unable
to find a match. In his ef
forts to help Jackie, Nelly
has kicked off a nationwide
bone marrow donor drive
this summer and fall. So

far more than a thousand
new donors have been
identified, but that is still
far below the 3,000 needed
at any one time by patients
searching for matches.
Like organ donations, these
bone marrow transplants
require matching certain
tissue traits, which are
inherited and most likely to
match those within racial/
ethnic groups.
Nelly has highlighted
a special need, in communi
ties of color which others
have been working on for
some time. The fact is that
many communities of color
have a low donation rate
despite critical needs of
patients of color. Indeed,
for the past 12 years
Howard University has run
the National Minority
Organ and Tissue Trans
plant Education Program
(MOTTEP) to increase the
number of people of color
willing to be organ donors

From the desk of The Weekly Challenger
Be in Control of Your Own Destiny
In pursuit of the Amer
ican dream, The Weekly
Challenger newspaper was
founded over 37 years ago
with a desire to reach the
African-American com
munity, covering news rel
evant to that sector. In
1967, Mr. Cleveland John
son took on the role of The
Challenger’s
Publisher,
working to make his dream
a reality - and he did it.
Maintaining
that
"Dreams Do Come True,"
Mr. Johnson recognized a
void, knowing the necessi
ty for a new direction.
Short on cash but long on
determination and hard
work, the foundation was
laid for one of the most

successful black enterpris
es in the Tampa Bay area.
Mr. Johnson’s motto was,
"Black people must sell as
well as buy, else remain a
beggar race."
"Be in control of your
own destiny"—that was
Mr. Johnson’s philosophy.
In order to reach that level
of freedom, Mr. Johnson
stressed that one must sell,
and even more importantly,
sell what belongs to them,
in order to be successful,
"or else become a beggar
race."
Anything
less
seemed to only serve an
endless cycle of subjuga
tion, not only financially,
but emotionally as well. In
order for our community to

prevail, black-owned busi
nesses are the key.
Economic freedom can
be realized, as it was in the
past, as it has grown to be
witnessed now. At the
height of the Civil Rights
Era, blacks owned and
operated businesses such as
restaurants,
hospitals,
schools, trades services,
markets,’ and more. That
surge has continued as we
cross over into a new era,
although there is more to be
done.
The National Urban
League has reported that
during the 90s, "AfricanAmerican buying power
increased almost 73 per
cent." In a 1997 U.S. Cen-

sus Bureau report, statistics
showed that blacks spent
from .5 - 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
goods such as food, cloth
ing, utilities and ap
pliances. A study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the black fam
ily earning $30,000 a year
spends as much as a white
family earning $50,000.
With so much spending
power, our community
must capitalize. Economic
freedom must be achieved.
The Challenger has
emerged from that dream,
emerging in the AfricanAmerican community as
the preferred provider for

advertising among various
interest groups. With a cir
culation base of about
25,000 around the Bay
Area and Central Florida, it
has become one of the
fastest growing weekly
tabloids in the southeast
region. Loyal employees,
dedication, and devotion to
maintaining high standards
of excellence in journalism
are forces that keep us in
touch with our community.
The Cleveland Johnson
vision is one that still lives
on. His goal: to impact the
lives of those throughout
the African-American com
munity in a positive way; to
dispel the disparaging
images unfairly cast, to cel?

ebrate the power of a hard
working
people.
For
"Cleve," as he was known,
The Challenger became a
symbol of triumph in the
face of adversity.
The Weekly Challenger
has survived the good and
bad, starting from the bot
tom, reaching the top.
Based in the tradition of a
strong philosophy, Mr.
Johnson’s dream has been
preserved, and now serves
as an example of what can
be accomplished by reach
ing for that goal of free
dom. "There is a reason to
read
The
Weekly
Challenger."

Affirmative Action Hurts Historically Black
Colleges and Universities
—------ —by Sean Turner
A New Visions Commen
tary
Morris Brown College
in Atlanta, Ga., having
recently lost its accredita
tion, has suspended its
sports programs and laid
off its coaches.
Unfortunately, Morris
Brown is not alone among
a growing list of historical
ly black colleges and uni
versities, or HBCUs, that
are facing extinction due to
financial or academic
woes. Grambling State
University in Louisiana,
known for legendary foot
ball coach Eddie Robinson,
faces a similar threat due to
accounting discrepancies.
As many as six HBCUs
have recently been given
warnings or been placed on
probation by accreditation
agencies. Many others are

struggling with budget
shortfalls, ill-prepared stu
dents and inadequate facili
ties. Financial mismanage
ment
notwithstanding,
what other significant fac
tor has contributed to the
bleak future of HBCUs?
The answer lies at the feet
of an initiative whose
intent was to redress past
racial and sexual discrimi
nation: affirmative action.
The history of HBCUs
predates the Civil War.
Cheyney University, the
first HBCU, was founded
by Richard Humphreys in
Pennsylvania in- 1837.
Humphreys was a Quaker
philanthropist from Phila
delphia who started the
then-named "Institute for
Colored Youth" to counter
the prevailing practice of
limiting or prohibiting the
education of blacks.

Despite the economic
effects of the Great
Depression, between 1929
and 1940, enrollment at
HBCUs rose by 66 percent
compared to a rise of 36
percent at all colleges. By
1940, 85 percent of blacks
that attended college went
to HBCUs.
Desegregation, howev
er, provided the opportuni
ty for blacks to attend tradi
tionally white schools.
Naturally, this drew some
of the brightest black stu
dents and professors away
from traditionally black
colleges in the process. In
1965, an executive order
issued by President Lyndon
Johnson required govern
ment contractors to "take
affirmative action" toward
prospective minority em
ployees in all aspects of
hiring and employment.

This order was later
amended in 1967 to cover
discrimination on the basis
of gender.
Increasingly,
many
HBCUs are having trouble
competing for students,
faculty and money. Major
public and private schools
began aggressively recruit
ing black applicants to
meet racial quotas precipi
tated by affirmative action.
By 1971, only 34 percent
of black college students
were enrolling in HBCUs
and that figure dropped to
just 18 percent in 2000.
Declining enrollments led
some schools to market
themselves to a broader
demographic, with low tui
tions attracting an increas
ing number of white stu
dents.
Today, there are rough
ly 105 HBCUs. However,

over the past 26 years, 12
HBCU's have closed - pri
marily due to money prob
lems resulting from declin
ing enrollments and en
dowments. Contributing to
this phenomenon is the
continual push for racial
quotas in predominately
white colleges in the guise
of so-called "diversity ini
tiatives.1'
As government Offi
cials, civil rights leaders
and others remain steadfast
in their support of such dis
criminatory practices, a
significant number of black
students continually faii or
drop out of colleges in
which they are unprepared
to compete academically.
These are among the
many unintended conse
quences of affirmative ac
tion or quotas. Many sup
porters of both the exis-

tence of HBCUs and affir
mative action either ignore
or fail to realize the cancer
ous relationship between
the two.
As the admissions stan
dards of predominately
white colleges are continu
ally lowered to satisfy the
"diversity" facade, so too is
the viability of HBCUs save a few. Will supporters
of affirmative action and
HBCUs acknowledge this
trend, and decide which is
more precious? Perhaps,
but only after more HBCUs
follow in the footsteps of
Morris Brown, and legacies
of academic achievement
among blacks in America
have been lost to the histo
ry books.
Sean Turner is a member
of the Project 21 National
Advisory Council. Comments
may be sent io Project21
@ ndtionalcenter.org.

Without Natural Affection
by William A. Wheeler
Now, fathers are at it.
The newest case is one of a
dad kidnapping his two
children from a carnival
and murdering them. We
all remember Susan Smith;
she’s the mother who
strapped her two toddlers
in their car seats and drove
them into the lake.
Abortion on demand is a
convenient form of birth
control. Add to that, the
many single young mothers
who stash their newborn
babies in trash bags, in
order to entomb them alive

in garbage dumpsters.
In Fort Worth, Texas,
21-year-old Patrick Dennehy’s friend and college
teammate has confessed to
shooting him in the head
during an argument. In
California, the Menendez
brothers brutally murdered
their parents in order to
fast-track the inheritance.
Here in Florida, Valessa
Robinson and her "boy
friend" stabbed, strangled
and injected her mother
with bleach because she
was "getting in their way."
Parents say their hands

are tied when it comes to
discipline in the home,
while our children seem
more disrespectful and less
thankful everyday. Teach
ers are; ridiculed and re
duced to the role of baby
sitter or at best "classroom
cop." Preachers are labeled
as crooks and thieves.
Grandparents serve as sur
rogate mothers and fathers
for countless children who
otherwise would have no
homes or family structure.
Neighbors, when they
aren’t totally ignored, are
disliked and mistrusted.

Often, we hear minis
ters warn of the time when
men would become "lovers
of
themselves.. .without
natural affection." U sually
it’s followed by railings
against the evils of homo
sexuality. Not that they’re
wrong, but it seems to me
this warning goes much
deeper. What I mean is
there are people in your life
you’re just supposed to
love.
There was a time (back
in the day), when we just
naturally cherished the
people around us. We held

a familiar affection for
mama and daddy, our older
neighbors, our teachers,
preachers and even school
mates. Without question,
they were to be respected.
Remember how we rushed
to help if there was a prob
lem or a need?
We don’t have to lose
the precious gift of affec
tion. It’s not a fault to
show love for others. Let’s
remember "how we got
over," how we helped each
other to get along. We
depended on each other.
We cared when our neigh-

bor was hurt. God and
family were of the greatest
importance, and kindness
was not taken for weak
ness. Yeah, let’s remember.

and to educate our commu
nities on prevention afld
intervention
strategies.
These would include ad
dressing the diseases and
behaviors which lead to the
need for transplants to
occur, including diabetes,
hypertension, alcohol and
substance abuse, poor nu
trition and lack of exercise.
Some diseases of the
kidney,. heart, lung, pan
creas and liver are found
more frequently in racial
and ethnic communities.
For example, African
Americans and Pacific
Islanders and Hispanics are
three times more likely to
suffer from end-stage kid
ney disease.
Native
Americans have the highest
rates of diabetes in the
world, reaching epidemic

proportions and diabetes is
one of the causes of kidney
failure, leading to the need
for dialysis or kidney trans
plants.
Similarly, high
blood pressure prevalent in
one of three African
Americans can also some
times lead to kidney fail
ure.
Yet people of color
have been less likely to
consider donating their
organs. Some of that hesi
tancy is due to past mistrust
of the medical community
and a fear that racism will
mean their organs will
more likely go to whites or
that doctors won’t work as
hard to save them if they
know the patient is an
organ donor. Some is due
to religious beliefs or mis
understandings about organ

donation. Some is just due
to lack of community
awareness about the des
perate need for organ
donors from people of
color for thousands of our
brothers and sisters on
waiting lists across the
nation. Happily, this last
reason is changing as more
people become aware of
the need and are signing up
to become donors. But we
need more donors of color.
Talking about organ
donation is difficult for
many of us because it
forces us to think about our
own death and that of those
we love. But not all organ
donation has to be done
after death. In the case of
bone marrow donation, for
instance, it only requires a
surgical procedure. In other

cases, people are choosing
to donate one of their kid
neys to a loved one because
we can live with one kid
ney.
But even when it
comes to talking about or
gan donation after death,
our doing so may offer
someone else the gift of
life. What if, like Nelly, it
was your sister who needed
an organ or tissue donation
to live. Wouldn’t you un
derstand the urgency of
such a conversation in a
new way?
‘
For more information
on organ and tissue dona
tion, you can contact MOT
TEP at www.mottep.org or
go to www.shareyour
life.org or www.organ
donor.gov.

is the Executive Minister,
Justice and Witness Ministries
of the United Church of Christ
and serves as one of the five
officers of the denomination.
Justice and Witness Ministries
is one offour covenanted min
istries of the United Church fif
Christ and is mandated to

work on a wide range of jus
tice issues confronting the
church and the world. She has
been an activist on behalf of
civil rights, women's rights
and human rights issues
around the world for more

Bernice Powell Jackson

William Wheeler is a
Tampa native. A graduate of
Florida A&M University with
a degree in Music and
Education, he’s spent the last
13 years as a public school
teacher
in
Hillsborough
County. He has worked as a
church musician in the Tampa
Bay area for over 30 years.

than

a quarter of a century.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
Gibbs
Gladiator
Alumni
Meeting -

Eckerd Youth AITernatives
Partners with Eckerd College
At-risk youth explore college life
Eckerd College and
Eckerd Youth Alternatives
(EYA) collaborated‘recent
ly to offer more than 100
youth an opportunity to try
college life for a day by
touring campus, participat
ing in a marine environ
ment lesson, visiting dorm
rooms and eating lunch in
the school’s cafeteria. For
many, it was their first time
at a college, but hopefully,
it will not be the last.
The kids, ages 10-17,
participate in programs of
Eckerd Youth Alternatives,
a private, not-for-profit
organization with a range
of 39 programs for at-risk
youth. Groups from EYA’s
residential treatment, ReEntry and aftercare, wil
derness education and
early intervention and pre
vention programs partici
pated, learning uniquely
from the experience.
Teens
from
the
Brooksville, Fla., Eckerd
Youth Challenge Program,
which provides residential
treatment services, and
from the Hillsborough
County and Sarasota ReEntry and Aftercare pro
grams, were most im
pressed with the college’s
academic setting. "Our
young people wanted to
spend most of their time in
the science labs and class
rooms," said Susan Se
bring, ReEntry coordina
tor. "We try to keep youth

on course with their aca
demic, vocational and so
cial skills. This experience
allowed them to recognize
the unlimited possibilities
college offers."
The teenage boys from
Camp E-How-Kee, one of
EYA’s 18 wilderness edu
cational programs located
in Brooksville, responded
most to Eckerd College’s
Waterfront Program. They
were fascinated with the
school’s emphasis on the
ecosystem and marine life,
as well as its lessons in

Zoe Jenkins, a fifth grade student who attends
Skycrest Elementary, prepares for her boat
ride to observe the Tampa Bay marine life.
water search and rescue
Although separate or
techniques.
ganizations, both Eckerd
Fourth
and
fifth College and Eckerd Youth
graders in EYA’s Hi-Five Alternatives are named
early intervention and pre after Jack Eckerd, founder
vention
programs
in of Eckerd Drug Stores and
Pinellas and Pasco County former president of the
liked "Everything."
"I Eckerd Corporation. He
liked the aquariums and founded Eckerd Youth
guided boat tours," said Alternatives in 1968 to
one enthusiastic Hi-Five give at-risk youth an op
student. "I liked the food. portunity to succeed. In
You can eat hamburgers, 1972, Jack Eckerd con
hot dogs, and even ice tributed significant funds
cream sundaes," said an to Florida Presbyterian
other. "I am coming to College, later renamed
Eckerd College when I Eckerd
College,
and
grow up."
served as its interim presi
Whether it was aca dent for a short time.
demics, marine life or deli About
Eckerd
Youth
cious food, the college day Alternatives
Eckerd Youth Alter
proved a successful ven
ture both for youth and the natives is a private not-forsponsoring organizations. profit organization that
"Collaborating with Eck- serves more than 8,100 aterd College is a great way risk and troubled youth
for our kids to understand each year through a range
what they can achieve by of 39 residential and com
studying hard and achiev munity-based programs:
wilderness
ing goals," said Karen therapeutic
Waddell, EYA president education system, residen
and CEO. Many youth are tial and day treatment, fol
behind academically when low-up aftercare programs
they begin EYA programs, and Hi-Five early interven
and
prevention.
and through a philosophy tion
Headquartered
in Clear
of experiential, hands-on
education, they approach water. Eckerd Youth Alter
learning in a new Way. natives provides youth
EYA also helps them re programs in seven states.
direct their behavior and For more information, call
learn the skills needed to 727-461-2990 or visit the
be successful at home and web site at www.eckerd
•org.
in the community.

ST; PETERSBURG The meeting of the Gibbs
Gladiator Alumni Asso
ciation is scheduled for
Saturday, Aug. 23,5 p.m.,
at the Campbell Park
Neighborhood Center, 601
14th St. S.
Mark your calendar to
attend. Important business
is to be discussed. If you
have any questions, please
contact Minson Rubin at
(727) 866-265 lor Rhonda
Jackson at (727) 8946045.

There Is
A Reason
to Read
The Weekly
Challenger!

SCHOOL NE1RIS
Community Representatives Needed
for Pinellas County School
Readiness Coalition Board-----------------PINELLAS COUNTY
- Pinellas County School
Readiness Coalition, Inc. is
inviting residents who
have an understanding and
interest in early childhood
care and school age care to
apply for board member
ship.

ST. PETERSBURG The City of St. Petersburg
Recreation Dept. has a
grant for children up to 18
years old for a free after
noon snack. The City of St.
Petersburg has 11 after
school sites offering a
snack consisting of two of
the four meal pattern com
ponents (milk, fruits and
vegetables, meat and meat
alternatives, grains and
breads). Program sites are
located in areas served by

WASHINGTON O.C.

BUILDTHEDREAM.ORG

TAMPA - Academy
Prep Center of Tampa, the
new private school for stu
dents of low-income fami
lies in Tampa's inner city,

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
3600 - 1 8th Avenue South
.. St. Petersburg, FL
<727) 322-0024 • Cell <727) 542-2189

Ask for Tpny
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Pubilx.

COMMUNITY
BILLBOARD

Upcoming Events

I

• The basics of bicycle safety and the importance
of bike helmets will be presented at a bicycle
safety rodeo from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Saturday at
Walter Fuller Recreation Center, 7891 26th Ave.
N., St. Petersburg. Bicycles can be registered,
and a limited number of bicycle helmets will be
given away. Participants will receive a certificate

I

of completion, as well as free hot dogs and sodas.
For more information, call (727) 893-7218.

I
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I
Praise God it’s been one year since RED’S
re-opened it’s doors. THANK YOU for your
great support. In honor of this moment,
We present a Variety Special for 30 days.
■ 1 - Big Red Cheeseburger
11 - Gizzards, 1 - 6 pc. Hot Wings

1

j 1 - Reg. Fry and 1 ■ Reg. Shake or Soda

All for $7.99

j

1
I
1
i

• Music Fest on the Water at The Pier courtyard,
800 Second Ave. N.E. featuring live music from

i
1

• Mayor Rick Baker will be the guest speaker at'
the Historic Uptown Neighborhoods meeting at 7
p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 27 at the Sunshine’s
Center’s Main auditorium. The mayor will speak
about the city’s history and how Historic Uptown

1

Offer good thru 3/0/03

i

M&frYou "Syecia/I
J

■

i

N. in downtown St. Petersburg across from Bay
Walk. Food, drinks and entertainment by jazz
vocalist Belinda Womack. Admission: $20. For

Another “First” at Red’s Snack Shak - Now you can “Save
Your Cash For Emergencies” because Red’s is now accepting
Visa, MC and all Debit Cards for your convenience.

1701 * 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

4

821-6443 for information.

• The St. Petersburg Alumnae Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. presents "Hot
Jazz/Cool Drinks" at 6 p.m. Friday, Aug. 29 at
the Florida International Museum, 100 Second St.

Offer good thru 3/0/03

RED’S SNAK SHAK

1-4 p.m. Sunday. Admission: Free. Call (727)

contributed to its development.

2 Drumsticks 99t

more information, call (727) 896-4566.

• Lowe’s Home Improvement will host "Lowe’s
Lifesavers" blood drive from noon until 6 p.m. on

a
I
I

i

Individuals wishing to
volunteer to serve on the
board may call for further
information and request an
application by contacting
Gayla Breon at (727) 5475616. Completed applica
tions should be submitted
no later than August 29.

schools in which at least
50% of the enrolled chil
dren are eligible for free or
reduced-price meals. The
program provides after
school care with regularly
scheduled educational or
enrichment activities that
are structured or super
vised. This program is
fundecLby the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture and is
administered by the Flori
da Dept. of Health, Bureau
of Child Nutrition Pro-

grams, this institution is
prohibited from discrimi
nating on the basis of race,
color, national origin, sex,
age, or disability . For spe
cific serving times, check
the participating center of
your choice: Campbell
Park Rec. Center, 601 14th
St. S.; Childs Park Rec.
Ctr., 4301 13th Ave. S.;
Frank Pierce Rec. Ctr.,
2000 Seventh St. S.;
Gladden Park Rec. Ctr.,
3901 30th Ave. N.; Lake

Vista Rec. Ctr., 1401 62nd
Ave. S.; Northwest Rec.
Ctr., 5801 22nd Ave, No.;
Roberts Rec. Ctr., 1246
50th Ave. N.; Shore Acres
Rec. Ctr., 4230 Shore
Acres Blvd. NE; Walter
Fuller Rec. Ctr., 7891 26th
Ave. N.; Wildwood Rec.
Ctr., 1000 28th St. S.; and
Willis S. Johns Rec. Ctr.,
6635 Ninth St. N.

New Academy Prep Center of Tampa
Opens Its Doors to Students------- --------

call (727) 821-6443.

0

Pinellas
County
School Readiness Coali
tion, Inc. is a community
based not-for-profit agency
serving the children and
families of Pinellas Coun
ty. The coalition board is
mandated and defined by
Florida Statue 411.

The City to Offer Free Snack Grants

• Sunset Dance at The Pier, 800 Second Ave.
N.E. today from 5-8 p.m.. For more information,

I

The coalition board is
volunteer-based. It meets
monthly to provide local
community input and guid
ance to the Coalition’s
staff. In addition members
are expected to participate
on Board committees and
workgroups.

Friday and Saturday, Aug. 29 and 30 at 7301
Park Blvd. at Belcher Road in Pinellas Park; 2365

25th St. N at 22nd Ave. N. in St. Petersburg and
26990 U.S. 19 N at SR 580 in Clearwater.
Call (800) 68-BLOOD for more information.

welcomed students for the
"We are here to serve a
first time on Monday, Aug. segment of the population
18.
that is 'historically under
Academy Prep Center served," Tamayo said.
of Tampa is located at 1407 "These students will be
East Columbus Drive in held to higher standards
Ybor City at the intersec than they have ever faced
tion of Columbus Drive before and we have every
and 15th Street. Lincoln confidence that they will
Tamayo, Academy Prep achieve....”
Tampa's Head of School, '? “With the support..of,
welcomed students at an the Tampa community,. <as
opening assembly on the has been evidenced by our
sister program in St.
• new campus grounds.
The program, located Petersburg, we will bring
on the historic V.M. Ybor about change in this com
Grammar School campus, munity.”
opened with 15 boys and
Academy Prep stu
15 girls in fifth grade and dents qualify for the feder
eventually will serve up to al free or reduced lunch
120 students in grades 5-8. program for admission.
All students attend Aca Beyond that criterion, stu
demy Prep on full scholar dents possess the ability
ships provided by the pri and work ethic both to suc
ceed in a rigorous academ
vate sector.

ic program and to become
positive, productive mem
bers of society.
Students attend Aca
demy Prep up to 11 hours a
day, 6 days a week, year
round, and in return the
schools support their grad
uates in various ways
throughout their academic
careers—even through high

school ^and ! thmnghv col
lege.
The Academy Prep
program in St. Petersburg
is entering its seventh year
of operation in a neighbor
hood where the vast major
ity of people do not hold a
high school degree. Cur.
rently, 95 percent of
Academy Prep's graduates
are still in school.

CLEARWATER NEWS
Clearwater Couple Celebrates
30th Anniversary----------- -----------Marvin and Shirley
Collins celebrated 30
years of marriage on Aug.
18. They were married on
that date in 1973. They are
the parents of Chauncey,
Ebony and Amber Collins.
The Collins’ are the proud
grandparents of Tyra,
Anthony and Precious.
Happy Anniversary
from your family and
friends. (Pictured at right
are Marvin and Shirley
Collins)

Agreement Reached on
Future of The Long Center
CLEARWATER - The
Long Center Foundation,
the Long Center, and the
City of Clearwater have
reached an agreement on
future ownership, opera
tion and management of
The Long Center, the $15
million cultural, educa
tional, motivational and
recreational facility at
1501 N Belcher Road. The
agreement will be present
ed to the Clearwater City
Commission at their meet
ing at 6 p.m. Thursday,
Aug. 21. The agreement

will be effective Oct. 1.
In the agreement, the
Long Center Foundation
will provide annual fund
ing of $200,000 to the City
for operation expenses,
and will accept annual
grant requests for leam-toswim programs and other
activities. The City will
provide $1 million for
maintenance and upgrades
to the 13-year-old facility
through Penny for Pinellas
tax revenue.
Opened July 1990, the
Long Center is a 150,000-

square-foot recreation and
educational facility serving
the community in a variety
of activities through nearly
1,000,000 user hours year
ly. Sponsoring agencies
include Clearwater for
Youth, Upper Pinellas
Association for Retarded
Citizens, and the cities of
Safety Harbor and Clear
water.
For more information
contact Clearwater Parks
and Recreation Director
Kevin Dunbar at (727)
562-4800.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

READER'S

CHOICE
by Tangela Murph

The Prodigal Husband
The acclaimed author
of “Singsation,” Jacquelin
Thomas, returns with a
passionate and inspira
tional novel about one cou
ple’s journey from betrayal
and sorrow to forgiveness,
healing, faith and joy.
Once, Tori and Jake
Madison had a loving, sat
isfying marriage. But
Jake’s long hours spent on
his growing business,, and
Tori’s insecurities and self
doubts, have taken a toll on
their relationship. When a
tragedy threatens the
bonds of their marriage,
Jake seeks comfort in the
arms of another woman.
But his feelings for Tori
still bums. He knows that
the only way to reclaim
what they have lost is to
come home.
In spite of Jake’s

Four authors in their
twenties have written short
stories about strong, young
women on the edge of dis
covering love, while learn
ing a lesson about life.
In
Tracee
Lydia
Gamer’s “Family Affairs,”
Faye Hicks suffers a head
trauma and broken ribs
when her car is suddenly
struck by a hit-and-run
driver. But with handsome,
attentive Dr. Jacob Cove to
administer tender, loving
care, her recovery is about
more than just healing her
injuries, as he shows her a
passion she never thought
possible.
In LaTwaan Green’s
“Ties that Bind,” Jasmine
Hayden heads home for
the holidays, only to be
confronted by the appear
ance of Cameron Todd, the
man who’d abruptly bro
ken off their relationship.
Now, through the magic of
the season, Jasmine is
about to learn that every
story has two sides...and
that hearts once joined in
love can always find their
way back to each other.
In LaShell Shawnte
Stratton’s “The Troubles of
Meddlin,” Janelle Howard
longs for a love that will
last a lifetime, certainly
not what successful model

betrayal, Tori cares deeply

Terrence Boyer can give

for her husband. If they are,
to reconcile, though,
changes must be made.
Complicating things is
Sheila Moore, Jake’s sexy,
conniving business partner
who lured him into her bed
once, and is now deter
mined to hook him for
good. But she underesti
mates the power of a wife
in love, one who has no
intention of giving up
without a fight.
. Temptation took him
away. Will faith bring him
home?
***

her. But when Terrence
and Janelle’s two grannies
cook up a scheme to get
them together, Janelle
learns a thing or two about
appearances , like not judg
ing Terrence before dis
covering just how loving
and committed he is.
In Kendy Ward’s “The
Perfect Story,” Sierra
Simone Allen has achieved
the success she’s always
dreamed of. But there’s
still a void in her life. Now,
handsome Adrian Quant
has literally come barrel
ing into her life. From the
moment their cars collide,
sparks fly between them,
leaving both Sierra and
Adrian fighting an attrac
tion that is much too pow
erful to ignore.
These books are avail
able at: Reader’s Choice
Books
and
Gift
Expressions, 4301 - 34th
St. S., Suite 102, (8673696), outside storefront at
the Maxi-Mall, down the
sidewalk from the produce
store.

Four Writers
in Their Twenties Offer Stories
About Life and Love

Church Provides Valuable Training
for Intern--------------------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG While many teenagers
were enjoying their sum
mer vacation, Jaylissa
Golden was gaining valu
able insight into a possible
lifelong career. Golden, 15,
was afforded the opportu
nity to work as a student
intern at Immaculate Con
ception Early Childhood
Center in St. Petersburg
through a cooperative
effort by the the Rock of
Jesus Missionary Baptist
Church, where the Rev.
Frank Peterman Jr. is pas
tor, and a local benefactor.
Golden worked in the
business office and provid
ed hands-on activities with
the children in the class
room.
The experience
could serve as a launching
pad for her. career plans

(823-6092)
Mabel Cooper

L-R: Lalaunda Baxter, mother of intern Jaylissa Golden, Rita Jackson, exec
utive director of Immaculate Conception, and the Rev. Frank Peterman Jr.,
pastor of The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church.
upon graduation from
Gibbs
High
School,

Golden’s internship will
continue into the fall.

Sen. Les Miller, Rep. Arthenia Joyner
and the ACLU will Host Workshop on
Restoring Civil Rights for Ex-Felons
TAMPA - Sen. Les
Miller and State Rep.
Arthenia
Joyner
an
nounced last week that
they are joining with the
American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) to conduct
a workshop for ex-felons
for the purpose of having
their civil fights restored.
The workshop will
assist ex-felons with the
complicated process of
restoring their rights.
Participants will receive
hands-on
assistance,
required forms, and critical
information they need to
apply. The workshop will
be held on Saturday begin-

ning at 10 a.m. at the First
Baptist Church of College
Hill, 3838 - 29th St.,
Tampa. All persons inter
ested in participating must
be in their seats by 10 a.m.
The workshop will con
clude at noon.
Also participating will
be Felix Ruiz, Regional
Administrator for the
Florida Parole Commis
sion; Darlene Williams,
Chair, ACLU, Tampa
Chapter; attorneys from
the George Edgecomb Bar
Association, the Florida
Rights Restoration Coa
lition, and ACLU and Stet
son University Law School

volunteers.
"I firmly believe that
every human being should
be made to pay for his or
her crime," Miller said. "I
also believe that once they
have been tried, convicted
and have served their time,
they should not be denied
the right to vote. When a
person is convicted, their
voting rights are automati
cally taken away. When
convicted felons serve
their time, I believe their
rights should automatically
be restored."
"Today, it is almost
impossible for a person to
get their voting rights

and ultrasound services at
the newly created free
health clinic, Mercy Pro
ject, 1344 22nd St. S. The
presentation took place at
Bayfront Medical Center,
701 Sixth St. S.
"We’re so excited to
receive this award," Emily
Benham, vice president of
development for the Bay-

front Health Foundation,
said. The Foundation grant
is one of 10 that the Blue
Foundation presented this
summer to Florida non
profit community health
clinics and grassroots out
reach programs totaling
$556,399. The award was
the largest given to the
Tampa Bay aiea by the

Star 16
FEATURING
• B.J.:

Saturday morning gospel. Wake up with a praying Spirit

5am-10am

All That and Then Some

• DIANE HUGHES:

5am-10am,M-F. Total Praise with the best

in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

EVERARD HARRIS
Piano • Drums • Guitar
(AH band instruments)
»FAMU Marching 100
• Army Band
• Bay Point Middle Band

Call:

W66-1O34

• UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

10am-1pm Just playing the

music the way you like it.

• MICHEALT:

Old school and music to drive home by.

• TONY CHARLES: Take

you back home with your favorite

blues and 'chu-chu' oldies 9pm-2am .
Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Hires
Hairstyling

restored without the help
of a legal mind," explained
Miller. "Many can't afford
to get legal help so they go
through life without the
right to vote. This grave
injustice has to come to an
end."
"Both Sen. Miller and I
want to do all that we can
to guide people through
this bureaucratic process,"
Joyner said. "The restora
tion process is difficult;
however, with the firepow
er we plan to have avail
able at the workshop, we
believe we can make a sig
nificant difference in the
lives of many people."

Health Organizations Partners with
Bayfront to Open Free Health Clinic
ST. PETERSBURG On Wednesday, Aug. 20,
the Blue Foundation for a
Healthy Florida, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida's philanthropic af
filiate, presented Bayfront
Health Foundation with a
two-year $100,000 grant.
This award will go towards
providing basic radiology

THIS &
THAT

For Advertising Call
Donza DrUmmond, Sales Manager

727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

3427 11th Avenue North

Serving Tampa (Bag Since 1976

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Office: 327-WRXB (9792) ‘
2060'1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Foundation, since its in
ception in 2001. Other
Foundation recipients have
included the St. Petersburg
and
Clearwater
Free
Clinics.
"The Blue Foundation
is dedicated to making a
constructive contribution
to the health and well
being of all Floridiansincluding the underserved
and uninsured; those who
fall through the cracks,"
Susan Fowler, executive
director of the Blue
Foundation, said. "What
we really like about [the
Mercy Project] is that it’s a
collaborative effort in the
St. Petersburg area, and the
revitalization of that area. I
believe Mercy will be at
the cornerstone of these
efforts."

A SINCERE APOLOGY
TO
Newly-wedded David
and Valencia Thompson of
Atlanta, Ga., and Altamese
Spearman of our town for
omitting the Thompsons’
gratitude to their family
members, friends and to all
their wedding participants
in my last write around in
my “This n That” column
of Aug. 14. It was not an
oversight. It was just one
of those “senior moment”
things. So, please forgive
me for leaving out this
emotion of the heart
“thank you” from David
and Valencia to: first,
God and their pastor and
all of the members of
Cathedral of Hope Baptist
Church; their parents,
Elder Lacy and Diane
Thompson and John and
Fannie Tillman; their
grandparents, Hattie Sapp,
Ella V. Jenkins, Altamese
Spearman and Bernice
Thompson; and brothers,
uncles and aunts.
And, last but not least,
the entire wedding entour
age for all your hard work.
We love you all. May God
continue to bless each of
you. Sincerely, Valencia
and David.
Here’s to the bride and
groom: “And the days be
bright or blue. Here’s to
the fates - let them bring
what they may. But the
best of them all - that’s
you!

to

WITH DEEPEST
SYMPATHY
To all who grieve. You
are in the thoughts of so
many people right now.
Please know that support,
love and sympathy are
with you during this diffi
cult time.
To former resident, Dr.
Harold Franklin, and fami
ly of Berkley, NJ., in the
passing of his mother, Sennie Franklin, a former resi
dent of our town, Aug. 14,
2003, at Runnell’s Special
ized Hospital, Wachtung,
NJ., after a long illness.
Homegoing service was
held Wednesday, Aug. 20,
at 20th St. Church of
Christ. Creal Funeral
Home was in charge of
local arrangements.
To the Jones and Berry
families in the passing of
their loved one, Ivita Jones

Berry on Aug. 16 at Bayfront Medical Center. As I
pen this, arrangements
were incomplete. May
God sustain and keep all of
you.
Please remember the
sick and shut-ins in hospi
tals, nursing homes and at
home. They welcome your
visits and phone calls if
possible. God will bless
you abundantly.

TAKING FLIGHT
WITHOUT FEAR
If it’s the good Lord’s
will, by the time your eyes
are reading this (well, most
of you), your “This n That”
scribe will be in Philadel
phia, Pa. If all goes as
planned on Aug. 21,1 will
be landing via jet U.S. Air
at 2:25 p.m. for a twoweek visit in Philly, New
Jersey and, hopefully, Ma
ryland for R&R which is
needed soon. Planning,
packing and getting ready
for a well-earned vacation
is stressful enough, but
there are things to ponder
like the specter of airline
bankruptcy and a total city
blackout near where you
are making planes to go.
Before the blackout, I
felt kind of squeamish
about flying again since
the 9-11 tragedy, the
uncertainty about the econ
omy and the specter of air
line bankruptcy. The
renewed fear of terrorism
won’t make plans come
together any sooner. So, I
asked myself what’s a trav
eler to do? I opt to fly with
a large, established carrier
and use one of my credit
cards to purchase a ticket.
So, here I go...
I know there are more
important things to consid
er when planning a flight,
and I have. So, I know
without a shadow of a
doubt on Aug. 21, with
God as the pilot and the
airline co-pilot, I will be
taking a “flight without
fear” to my destination in
Philly in anticipation of
celebrating another year on
earth Aug. 24, my natal
day, hopefully in Atlantic
City, NJ., trying my hand
at the one-armed bandits at
the casinos.
My plans are to jet
home Sept. 3. Until then,
my readers...
STAY LOOSE!

Class of ’75 To Host Annual
Picnic-------------- —-------------- —-----ST. PETERSBURGThe African American
Graduates of 1975, Inc I,
(AAG ’75) will host their
Annual Class Picnic begin
ning at 10 a.m. Saturday at
Lake Vista Park. All class
mates, graduates and nongraduates, and their imme
diate families are invited
out for an afternoon of
good fun, food, and fel
lowship.
In keeping with its
mission to promote "excel
lence in education," the
AAG ’75 will have schol
arship applications and
back-to-school supplies to
distribute to classmates.

The class T-shirt will also
be available to classmates
as a way for everyone to
help support the programs
sponsored by the class.
Upcoming events for
the AAG ’75 include the
Class Quarterly Worship
Service at 10:45 a.m. Sept.
7 at Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church, 3700 22nd
Ave.; the AAG ‘75 Annual
Cruise (Nassau and Cove
Cay), on Oct. 30- Nov. 2;
the
Annual
Holiday
Baskets (Thanksgiving and
Christmas)
and
the
Christmas Toy Drive.
The AAG ’75 will
observe its 30th Class

Reunion in 2005. The
planning has started anc
committees are forming
Additional informa
tion and sign-up sheet:
will be available for al
events at the picnic. Il
transportation is needed
please call Class Presiden
Ralph Ferguson at (727^
328-8605
or
Class
Secretary Bernita Franklir
at (727) 865-0130. In th<
event of rain, the class
mates will gather a
Coquina
Key
Nortl
Clubhouse, 5000 Coquin<
Key Dr. SE at 6 p.m.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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Bicycle

RAMBLING
“Yesterday has gone, forget

it. Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come, So

don't wait on it."

896-2152
by Charles Howard
MORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO STRETCH A
DOLLAR!
CLEANSING
CONCOCTION!
Why put out. a small
fortune for cleansing lotion
when you can make your
own for half as much using
drug store ingredients?
Here’s how: You’ll need
distilled water, borax,
witch hazel and denatured
ethyl alcohol. Measure out
1/2 cup distilled water plus
4 teaspoons. Dissolve 1/4
te'aspoon borax in it (you
may have to heat it to dis
solve). Then, cool the mix
ture and add 1-2/3 tea
spoons of witch hazel and
10 teaspoons of denatured
ethyl alcohol.
Voila! A cup of cleans
ing lotion as good as or
better than you’ll find in
the swankiest boutique!
For further informa
tion: New Cosmetic For
mulary, H. Bennett, New
York Chemical, 1970.
And now it’s that time of
the week again when we

share newsy tidbits with
you about past and pres
ent happenings.

*****
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Aug. 28 - Runette Stewar, Jarrish Outlaw and
Aaron Curry; Aug. 29 William (Bobby) Lawson,
Lynn McCarter, Deborah
L Miller and Eula Lee;
Aug. 30 - Sharon Sermon,
Joe Johnson, Terri R.
Thompson and Joy Porter
Wright; Aug. 31Demarea
Grayson, Mark James and
Mike Sandy; Sept. 1
through 3 - Patrice Avery,
Orlawnah (Oepe) Coy, Jer
maine Squire, Kenneth
(Coach) Robinson, Debo
rah Rowser, Jade Mathis,
Ernest Fillyau, Sr., Kayla
K. Wyatt, Samuel Smith,’
John Fillyau, Curtina Bell
and Michel F. Bryant.
# iji
RECEIVES DEGREE
Anastasia
(Stacey)
Sandy, who is the daughter
of Rosa (Burton) and Mi
chael Sandy of South 16th
St., St. Petersburg, proudly
marched down the aisle
with 30 other graduates
from Springfield College
Sunday in the twilight of
the evening, 5 p.m. Stacey
received a B.S. Degree in
Human Services Aug. 17.
Her parents were very
proud of a job well done,
as I’m sure that the parents
of the 30 other graduates
were very proud. We thank
Rosa for sharing this infor
mation with us. Congratu
lations, Sandy, and contin
ue to excel.
*****

JOURNEY TO OCALA
Was what it was all

about Sunday after church
services when Pastor
Roosevelt Hardy and wife,
First Lady Dorothy Hardy,
along with church family
of Bethel A.M.E. Church,
motored via 55-passenger
air-conditioned
bus,
church van, truck, cars in a
motorcade to Ocala for
church services at St. Paul
A.M.E. Church and Chris
tian Academy, 718 North
west Seventh St., Ocala,
for evening services with
Dr. James D. Sykes, Sr.,
pastor. The Rt. Rev. John
Hurst Adams is presiding
bishop, and Rev. Dr. Hor
ace E. Hill, Sr., is presiding
elder. Bethel A.M.E. was
the guest church. Accom
panying was Minister of
Music Maurice Jackson,
Bethel’s choir and Male
Chorus.
After a beautiful ser
vice, the fellowship hall at
St. Paul was beautifully set
up where Bethel’s church
family was well received
and royally served a deli
cious full course meal. Our
gratitude goes out to Pastor
Sykes and his St. Paul
Church family. Thanks for
the kindness shown.
:jc #
And now, let us journey
to Bethel AMJ3. Church
remembering those in
search of victory from
heaven’s healing power
in our prayers!

Bayfront
Medical
Center where Annie Sue
Brinson journeyed home to
be with our Lord on Sun
day, Aug. 17, at around
10:30ish. To God be the
glory.
Baypointe
Medical
Center, Tereatha Brown,
Edythe Grogan and Alge
rine Howard; Baywood
Medical Center, Gussie M.
Randolph; Egret Cove
Center, Gertrude Jelks;
Golfview Nursing Center,
Jenethel Burnett; Green
Brook Nursing Home and
Rehab Center, Lillian Hou
ston; Integrated Health
Services, Mantress Kelley;
Mariner Health of Pinellas
Point, Julia Roland; West
minister Shores Nursing
Home, Ora Lee Gaston;
and Tyrone Medical Inn,
Linda Long.
At home: Augusta Da
vis, Louise Carethers, Melvee Chance, Joseph B.
Curry, Geraldine Hester,
Frankie Minnis, Mabel Pe
terson, George Sheppard,
Estella Stallworth, Richard
Woods and Jimmy Wright.
$$$$$
Give a man a fish and he

eats a day. Teach a man
to fish, and he eats for a

lifetime.

UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

B2K Concert
CANCELED
TAMPA - The "Scream III," sched
uled for 7 p.m. on Saturday, Aug. 23 at
the St. Petersburg Times Forum, has
been cancelled. The Tampa tour was
to have featured multi-platinum sell
ing artist B2K, along with several
other artists. Contact your local Tic
ketmaster provider for refunds.

from front page -------African-American
children have "significant
ly higher" risks than other
children of being hit or
killed while walking or
riding bikes, the report
added.
The report speculated
that pedestrian casualties
are greater for ethnic mi
norities because AfricanAmericans and Hispanics
are "less likely to own a
car and more likely to
walk, bike and/or take
public transportation, re
sulting in greater exposure
to the dangers of the
street."
According to the re
port, the 2000 Census
showed that 2.9 percent of
American workers walk to

Family
from front page -———
in the homes.
While. Friday’s session
examined clinical aspects
of fatherlessness, Satur
day’s session centered around a community forum
that included entertain
ment by the Agape Players
and Dundu Dole, an
African ballet company.
"This was not just an
other event or workshop,
but a day of self-discov
ery," said Gerald Syrkett,
co-chair of the African
American Mental Health
Initiative.
Fatherlessness
was
once again the focus of
Saturday’s forum, which
touted workshops titled,
"Where’s Daddy," and
"Strategies to Improve the
Emotional Readiness of
Male Youth."
Larry English, execu
tive director of Tampa’s
Federation of Families for
Children’s Mental Health,
and Patrick Diggs, director
of St. Petersburg’s Family
Service Center’s Com
munity Initiative, were
among the facilitators.
Diggs used statistics to
back his theory that now is
the time for black fathers

work. Those figures were
higher for ethnic minori
ties: 3.2 percent of Afri
can-Americans, 4 percent
of Hispanics.
City Council Chair
man Earnest Williams said
he was satisfied with the
portion of the City Trails
program that will be instituted in his district. "It's
going to be a good thing,
especially for our young
people," he said. 1
He felt that the educa
tion component was the
most significant part of the
program. Williams re
called the death years ago
of Enoch Martin, who was
director of what was then
the Southside Boys Club.
He was struck by a car and
killed while jogging.
The city's planned

expenditure of $11.6 mil
lion marks a significant
jump in spending on bicy
cle and pedestrian safety.
Nearly $47 will be spent
for each, city resident,
compared to a mere 4 cents
per person the federal
report said was spent by
Clearwater, St. Petersburg
and Tampa between 1998
and 2001.
State and federal
grants of $7.6 million are
funding the effort. The rest
of the money will come
from the city's share of
Pennies for Pinellas dol
lars, Baker said.
Baker said that when
the additional bike lanes
and paths are completed,
pedestrians and cyclists
would be able to "move
freely about the city."

to reconnect with their
abandoned children. Con
sider this:
• Thirty percent of all
children who live in the
state of Florida live in a
different residence than
that of their fathers.
• About 75 percent of
black children will live
some portion of their
childhood with one parent
- usually the mother.
• Fatherless children
are five times more likely
to be poor; three times
more likely to be the result
of an out-of-wedlock preg
nancy; and are 50 percent
more likely to drop out of
school, join gangs, use
drugs or commit a crime.
"All this says epidem
ic," Diggs said.
To counter this prob
lem, black fathers must
reconnect with their fami
lies, particularly, when it
comes to bonding with
their daughters.
"How many of you
have heard that boys are
for him and girls are for
her?" Barras asked. "That
is one of the biggest lies
told about family services
and
about parenting.
Cross-gender parenting is
very critical."

Barras explained boys
learn how to love a woman
unconditionally from their
mothers, while girls learn
how to operate in a man’s
world from their fathers.
"He helps her appreci
ate who she is as a woman
so that she doesn’t feel like
she must dress like a
hoochie to get a man,"
Barras preached as the
crowd clapped in agree
ment. "He. lets her know a
man will appreciate her if
she dresses and behaves
like a lady.
"When someone tells
you a child, a girl, will get
over the loss of a father,
tell them they don’t know
what they are talking
about. Call them a liar to
their face. A child who
loses a father - a girl, espe
cially - never gets over it. I
haven’t."

Academic Program
has Openings for 8th
Grade Students
PINELLAS COUNTY
- The Oasis Academic
Program is an 8th grade
Pinellas County Dropout
Prevention classroom on
the University of South
Florida (USF) St. Peters
burg campus. They are
currently enrolling stu
dents and have openings
available for the new aca
demic year, which follow
the Pinellas County school
schedule.
Among Oasis’ pro
gram goals and highlights
include a focus on environ
mental awareness, a 1:16
teacher/student ratio, and
USF college students and
faculty available to men
tor, tutor, and provide
meaningful experiences
with Oasis students. For
the program, parent in
volvement is mandatory;
student, parent and Oasis
staff work together as a
team.
Students enrolled in
the program often fit into
one or more of the follow
ing situations: they are

average or above average
in ability, yet have been
failing in traditional mid
dle school; they have
received FCAT scores of
three or above; they have
lost their academic motiva
tion and want to do better;
they may have truancy
issues and minimal disci
pline. Students seeking
acceptance into Oasis must
not have any chronic disci
pline problems.
"Our students see the
world as an impossible
place. They view them
selves as failures. Through
challenges and learning
experiences they begin to
see what’s possible in thenlives," notes program coor
dinator, Debora McFar
lane.
The USF-St. Peters
burg Oasis Program is
located at 140 7th Ave. So.,
room SPN 101A, St.
Petersburg. If you have
any questions about the
program, call (727) 5533135.

Read the Challenger on
the Web:
www.theweeklychallenger.com
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FAMILY
RESOURCES

FAMILY
FIRST

Where Family Comes First

The Weekly Challenger has invited Family Resources
to produce a monthly guest column that addresses sensi
tive family issues. We are a non-profit organization that
has served troubled children, youth and their families in
Pinellas County since 1970. Our professional staff is
highly qualified in understanding children and teens, and
has the knowledge, resources and real concern to make a
difference.

hre You Raising your
Grandchildren?
The Ups and Downs of Kinship Care
Relative caregiving or
"kinship care" often begins
suddenly and sometimes
without warning. The child
welfare system may ask a
grandparent to take formal
custody of a grandchild, or
the request may come from
a parent. The need can be
for a' variety of reasons:
death of a parent, incarcer
ation, mental health, sub
stance abuse, serious
health problems, child
abuse, or teen pregnancy.
Becoming a kinship
caregiver comes with sac
rifices: Retirement, vaca
tions, financial security,
social plans and simple
daily routines can all be
affected. Grandparents re
port tremendous emotion
al, physical and financial
stress as they try to cope
with parenting a second
generation. They express
feelings of guilt, anger,
resentment and frustration.
What’s more, the children

may feel abandoned and
confused, and have emo
tional, behavioral or devel
opmental problems that are
difficult to handle.
But there are many
positives to being a kin
caregiver. Raising grand
children protects them
from placement in the fos
ter care system and keeps
them connected with fami
ly (in the foster care sys
tem, siblings are often sep
arated). A sense of family
heritage and racial and eth
nic identity, are main
tained. Also, grandparents
report that having children
in their home keeps them
feeling younger, exposing
them to new experiences
and challenges.
Becoming a caregiver
also means being good to
yourself and your health so
that you can provide for
your loved ones. Find time
to read a book, meditate,
take a nap or chat with a

Office

friend on the phone. De
velop a support network
through friends, neighbor
hood centers, churches, or
find a kinship care support
group in your area.
Support groups make a
big difference for some
caregivers. These groups
may become part of your
own extended family or
support network as you
share thoughts, feelings,
fears and hopes with other
members, Groups may be
setup to advocate for rela
tive’s rights, provide infor
mation and education
about local resources, or
provide an opportunity for
support and socializing.
Knowing there is help
available can make all the
difference. Some commu
nity services offer help
with legal, financial and
emotional and behavioral
issues that arise. Also, spe
cialized assistance is
sometimes available for
caregivers over age 60. To
find information about
support groups in your
area, call (727) 550-4250
or call 2-1-1.
Reader questions are
welcomed. To maintain
privacy, questions selected
will be printed without
names. Please send to
Family
, Resources,
"Family First”, P.O. Box
13087, St. Petersburg, FL
33733, or email custom
er service@family-re
sources.org with "Family
First" in the subject line.
For more information,
please visit our website at
www.Family- Re
sources.org.
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HEALTH NEWS
Free Diabetes SelfManagement Classes —---------ST. PETERSBURG - The Pinellas County Health Department is sponsoring a
five-part Diabetes Self-Management program designed to provide up-to-date informa
tion to help diabetics make choices leading to a healthier life with fewer complications
from diabetes.
Location: North Greenwood Recreation Complex
900 N. Martin Luther King Ave., Clearwater
(formerly North Greenwood Ave)
Dates:
Thursdays - Sept. 4,11,18,25 - Oct. 2,Time: 10 a.m- 12 p.m.
Location:

Dates:
Location:

Dates:

YMCA High Point Branch
5345 Laurel Place, Clearwater
Mondays - Sept. 8,15,22,29 - Oct. 6, Time: 10 a.m - 12 p.m.

Sanderlin Family Services Center
2335 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Wednesdays - Sept. 3,10,17,24-Oct..1,Time: 2 p.m.-4p.m.

Location:

Sunshine Senior Center
330 5th St. N., St., St. Petersburg, Dates: (Call for dates and times)
To register for the Diabetes Self-Management Classes call (727) 824-6961
Monday through Friday.

Pamper Yourself for Better
Health---------------------------------------------Can a bubble bath
reduce your risk of heart
disease? Could a manicure
ease your asthma, symp
toms or a soothing mas
sage prevent your next
cold? Simple, stress-reduc
ing activities could have a
positive impact on your
health.
Doctors have long
known that stress plays a
large role in the health and
well being of all of us.
Chronic stress, in particu
lar, can have long-term
effects on your health, con
tributing to everything
from muscle aches and
irritable bowel syndrome
to an increased risk of
stroke and heart disease.
,. "Women, are particu
larly vulnerable to stressrelated medical problems.
We’re taught at an early
age to be caregivers and
nurturers, except we often
forget to care for our
selves," says Dianne Dun
kelman, founder and presi
dent of Speaking of Wom
en’s Health, a non-profit
organization dedicated to
educating women to make
informed decisions about
their health, well-being,
and personal safety.
"Everyone has some
stress in their lives and
some amount of stress is
healthy," says Dunkelman.
"It gets us up and out the
door in the morning. What
we want to help eliminate
is the kind of stress that
eats away at you over time.
It comes from taking care
of the needs of everyone
else in your life, but ignor
ing your own."
The foundation for a
less-stressful life has its
roots in the basics of good
health — exercise regular
ly, eat a healthy diet, and
get enough sleep at night.
In addition, eliminate or
reduce bad habits, such as
smoking or overindulging
in alcohol.
Florence Henderson,
national honorary chair of
Speaking of Women’s
Health and co-host of
Lifetime’s "Speaking of
Women’s Health" televi
sion show that airs on
Lifetime TV every Satur
day morning at 11:30 a.m.
(EST), advises women to
face their stressors head
on.
"If there are stressful
factors in your life that you

Health Briefs
* Quit Smoking. The
Pinellas County Health
Department is offering free
classes to assist county res
idents with their efforts to
quit smoking. The classes
are scheduled from 6:30 8 p.m. Wednesdays and
began on Aug. 20. The
next sessions will be on
Aug. 27 and Sept. 3. To
register, call (727) 5884040 ext. 122 Monday
through Friday.
• Health Assessment.
Certified personal trainers
and nutritionists will offer

free fitness assessments
from noon - 2 p.m.
Saturday in the Wellness
Center of the Tyron Lewis
Community Gym, 1327
Dr. M.L. King Jr. St. S., St.
Petersburg. A full body
analysis will include
weight and body measure
ments, blood pressure
tests, along with health and
nutrition consultations.
Free and open to the pub
lic. For more information,
contact Damon Reio (727)
824-5670'.

Read the Challenger on the Web:
www.theweeklychallenger.com

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

Race Relations Symposium
Tackles Disparities in
Healthcare -------------------------TAMPA - The Sylvia
Rodriguez Kimbell Race
Relations Task Force will
present another in its series
of symposia on race rela
tions, this time focusing on
"Unequal Treatment: Rac
ial and Ethnic Disparities
in Healthcare."
The symposium will
be from 8:30 a.m. - 12:30
p.m. on Saturday in the
Student Services Center at
the Hillsborough Com
munity College Dale Ma
bry Campus in Tampa.
James Agwunobi, the
state’s secretary of health,
will give the keynote
address.
Other participants in-

elude Dr. Ted Williams,
professor of molecular sci
ence and vice president of
diversity at the University
of South Florida College
of Medicine, will discuss
discrimination issues; Dr.
John Scrivens, dean of the
Florida A&M University
College of Pharmacy in
Tampa, will speak on pre
scription
needs;
and
Melvin Herring of the state
Department of Health and
Chris Fisher of the Aetna
Foundation will discuss
health advocacy.
This year’s sympo
sium will be facilitated by
Phildra Swagger, coordi
nator of diversity issues for

Hillsborough County pub
lic schools.
Kimbell
had just
begun her legacy of im
proving race relations in
Hillsborough County when
she died in 1996. The
Tampa-Hillsborough Ur
ban League has kept the
former
Hillsborough
County Commissioner’s
legacy alive with its annu
al race relations symposia
that brings together people
to dialogue and to set goals
for change.
Registrations for the
symposium can be made
by calling (813) 229-8117.

UF Researcher Finds Vitamins and
Exercise May Slow the Harmful Effects of
Aging..................... .
........................... ——

can change for the better,
then do it," says Hen
derson, star of stage,
screen and television, and
everyone’s favorite TV
Mom. "It might mean
making some tough deci
sions, but the reward is
having more control over
your emotions, your situa
tion, and your life."
Henderson reminds us
that many of us have
things in our lives that
we’d like to change, but
for various reasons, we
can’t. "This is where selfcare comes in," she says.
"You might not be able to
change a difficult situation,
but you can do some small
things to take care of your
self.
"We’re talking about
finding ways to celebrate
life’s simple pleasures on a
regular basis — every day
if you can — to help reduce
your stress for better
health."
Here are some easy,
inexpensive ways that
Henderson and Dunkel
man recommend to pam
per yourself:
• Treat yourself to
some fresh flowers. Keep
them on your desk at work
or on your nightstand at
home.
• Buy a new shade of
lipstick.
• Light candles in your
house. Don’t save them
just for special occasions.
• Buy yourself one set
of the most sumptuous
bath towels you can find.

There’s nothing more lux
urious than using a rich,
thick towel after your
morning shower, especial
ly if you’re getting ready
for a busy work day.
• Schedule a "Me
Day." Plan a day where
you do some of the things
you may dream about
doing during your morning
commute to work. Browse
in an antique shop. Take a
nap in your backyard ham
mock. Catch an afternoon
matinee.
• Go to a local depart
ment store and get a free
makeover at the make-up
counter. * Treat yourself to
a natural body or facial
scrub. Combine it with a
scented bubble bath.
• Take a walk.
• Get a massage and a
pedicure. When your feet
feel good, you feel good all
over.
"One of our goals is to
educate women about the
effects of stress on their
lives and to get them to
start thinking about ways
they can make changes even small changes — to
lead happier, less-stressful
lives," Dunkelman said.
"It’s like what the flight
attendants say when they
advise you to put on your
emergency oxygen mask
before helping others. You
have to take care of your
self first, so you can be
better prepared to care for
your family and friends."

Please Support Our Paper by Patronizing Our Sponsors

by Tracy Brown
GAINESVILLE —
Nothing can turn back
time, as aging adults well
know, but a University of
Florida (UF) researcher
reports a combination of
exercise and vitamin E may
at least slow it down.
UF nursing researchers
found that older men and
women who exercised reg
ularly and took vitamin E
supplements
became
healthier and significantly
decreased their levels of a
blood marker that signals
the destruction of certain
cells by unstable molecular
fragments called free radi
cals. That process, known
as free radical-induced
oxidative stress, contri
butes to aging and disease.
In fact, study participants
who did not exercise but
still took vitamin E also
showed significant de
creases in oxidative stress
and blood pressure. The
study appears in the current
issue of the journal,
"Biological Research. for
Nursing."
"The results of this
study suggest that people
who are over 40 can benefit
from regular moderate
exercise and vitamin E to
protect against the destruc
tive properties of free radi
cals and their effects on our
aging bodies," said James
Jessup, the study's princi
pal investigator and an
associate professor in UF's
College of Nursing.
Exposure to ultraviolet
radiation, smoke and envi
ronmental pollutants in
creases production of free
radicals. Researchers else
where have shown that free
radicals play a role in the
development of cancer,
obstructed arteries, Alz
heimer's disease and some
200 other diseases, as well
as in the aging process
itself. However, studies
also have revealed that
antioxidants-, such as betacarotene and vitamins C
and E, help protect the
body."The body produces
free radicals constantly,"
Jessup said. "When we are
young, however, our body
also creates antioxidants to
battle these free radicals.

Yet in our late 30s and uct of free radical damage supplements that can pro Jean Mayer U.S. Depart
early 40 s, we begin to pro in the two groups taking mote health and reduce the ment of Agriculture Human
duce more free radicals and vitamin E was cut in half.
risk for chronic diseases," Nutrition Research Center
fewer antioxidants."
The two groups taking said Jeffrey Blumberg, on Aging at Tufts Univer
Vitamin E is a power vitamin E did not differ in chief of the Antioxidants sity.
ful antioxidant that can be their concentrations of a Research Laboratory at the
consumed in the diet, Jes byproduct of free radical
sup said. Good sources of damage, leading research
vitamin E include spinach, ers to hypothesize that such
almonds and avocadoes. damage can be prevented
But most people - old and only up to a point, with or
young - are vitamin E defi without exercise. However,
cient, as it is difficult to get other benefits derived from
enough of the antioxidant exercise, such as weight
from diet alone. For that loss, improved cardiovas
reason, Jessup said, older cular health and lower
individuals are more sus blood pressure, cannot be
ceptible to the physiologic duplicated, Jessup said.
and physical effects of
"To benefit, older
aging.
adults do not need to be
Over a two-year peri doing strenuous exercise,"
od, Jessup and his research Jessup said. "Mowing the
team studied 59 healthy lawn, dancing, vacuuming
men and women ages 60 to - something that will get
75 who lived in a commu your heart rate up for 30
nity retirement facility in minutes is enough. Even
North Central Florida and adults who cannot physi
were not regularly exercis cally perform this type of
ing.
activity should take vita
Half were randomly min E because of its clear
assigned to a group that ex benefits to aging and sys
ercised routinely and half tolic blood pressure."
to a control group that did
"Research by Dr.
not. Participants in each Jessup and others defining
group were then randomly optimal intakes of vitamin
assigned to take daily vita E is essential to our ability
min E supplements or
provide sound recom
placebos.
mendations, especially for
?PINELLM
All study participants older adults, about dietary
maintained their usual eat
ing habits. Those in the
George E. Banks, M.D.
vitamin E groups were sup
and
plied with and asked
Marilyn W. Fudge, MJ).
take 800 international units
of vitamin E, well over the
Obstetrics and Gynecology
U.S. recommended daily
George E. Banks,
allowance of 30 interna
Marilyn W. Fudge,
MJ).
tional units. However, no
5203 Central Avenue
MJ).
specific guidelines exist for
St. Petersburg, FL
older Americans, and pre
(727) 327-2966
vious research has shown
that exercise may increase
• Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
the production of free radi
• New Patients Welcomed
cals and the requirements
• Office Hours By Appointment
for dietary antioxidants
such as vitamin E.
Both exercise groups
completed 16 weeks of
supervised endurance exer
cise on treadmill, cycle and
We Specialize Also In:
stair-climber machines for
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
60 minutes twice a week,
• Lymphatic Facials
with intensity and duration
• Sports Massage
increasing in the fourth and
• Carpal Tunnel
fifth weeks of the regimen.
Patricia Williams
• Fibromyalgia
MA15717
The sedentary group did
H.T. VTellness & Massage Center
not change their usual daily
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE
activities or begin an exer
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE
cise routine.
328-7600
4lln?b,eF'
Results showed that,
3727 Central Avenue
B’D
's'o,
LIC.
#MM005879
on average, a key byprodTVs
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Remove Clutter for a Happier, Freer Life
by Yuwanda Black
It's ninety degrees.
"Hmm, that pick halter top
with those white linen
shorts would look great!"
But, you groan at the
prospect
of
digging
through your closet be
cause you can never find
what you want when you
need it."
Clutter: It affects all of
us. Whether it be closets,
desks or kitchen cabinets,
most of us hold onto things
longer than we need to. The
reasons range from foolish
dreams, eg, "I'm going to
fit these size six jeans
again," to sentimentality,
'Tve had this cup since col
lege," to downright foolish
ness, "I just can't throw this
away because ..."
If you find yourself a
slave to your belongings,:
here are three reasons to get
you motivated to live a less
cluttered, more organized
and fulfilling life:
1. More
Physical
Space: If you're a packrat,
sooner or later, you're

going to run out of space.
Think of all the new, more
resourceful ways you could
use your newfound space if
you got rid of all the paper,
clothes, dishes, etc. that
you will probably never
use again. Imagine actually
looking forward to opening
your closet door.
Cassandra Black, co
owner of online retailer
EthnicHomeDecor.com,
states, "Running a business
out of my home, especially
one that involved sewing,
forced me to become super
organized. If I didn't con
stantly purge, I wouldn't be
able to find anything!"
So, just do it! Close
your eyes and toss whatev
er you haven't used in a
year. Really, if you haven't
used or needed it for a year,
how likely are you to start
now? Of course, the excep
tion to this would be impor
tant papers - taxes, leases,
personal identification doc
uments, etc.
2. Confront Emotional
Issues: Familiar with the

Cassandra and Yuwanda Black

idiomatic - expression,
"You have to clean out the
old to let in the new?" The
habit of incessantly holding
onto items you no longer
need or use is indicative of
a much bigger emotional
problem - letting go.
Packrats tend to be
ruled by fear and insecuri
ty, which permeates most,
if not all, of their relation
ships. Think about it, if you
hold onto something (or
someone) out of a fear of
letting go, how likely are
you to really be happy?
Real emotion, real
love, is about freedom.

Shirley Chisholm on Hand for

Remember the saying, if
you love something, let it
go. If it comes back to you
it's yours; if it doesn't, it
never was.
If you're constantly
holding onto things, you
interrupt the natural flow of
give and take, which is nec
essary in every relationship
for it to reach its full poten
tial. So, don't be* afraid to
let go, of people br things.
It is part of the natural flow
of life.
3. Helping Others: Fi
nally, donate your old
things. Think of others less
fortunate who can derive

real use from the things that
are just sitting in the back
of your closet.
That old coat could
keep a homeless person
warm on a cold winter day;
those old dishes could ben
efit a young person just
starting out in a new apart
ment; those old lamps
would mean the world to a
senior citizen on a fixed
income who can't afford
new ones.
And, the best part of
all, you can get a charitable
tax write-off.
Cassandra, a recover
ing packrat, sums it up succintly, "Help someone out
and get a little break from
the government - what
could be better!"
Yuwanda and Cassan
dra Black are the owners of
EthnicHome Decor.com.
Ethnic Home Decor offers
soft home furnishings yvith
ethnic themes at affordable
prices.

New Novel Tells Tale
of Intrigue, Hardship

ried in 1953 and relocated
to Daytona Beach shortly
thereafter.
More than 200 people
witnessed the couple re
newing their vows on Aug.
8 at the Plaza Resort and
Spa. Among them were
friends from their early
grade-school years, college
buddies ‘■'‘business'' 'assbci§fes*°sHitiP political’ allibis

Shirley Chisholm shares a joke with Julia Cherry
Former Congresswo
man Shirley Chisholm was
among the guests invited to
speak at the 50th wedding
anniversary of Daytona
Beach businessman and

Shaheed

City
Commissioner
Charles Cherry and his
wife, Julia.
The couple met as
teenage sweethearts in
south Georgia, were mar-

from throughout the years,
including Chisholm, the
U.S. representative from
New York who was the
first woman to seek the
U.S. presidency.

from pg. 1

vho was exposed to
African wear while a stuient at Tougaloo College in
fackson.
Off she went to New
Tork and Chicago in search
jf African fashions and
irtifacts. Shaheed found a
wholesale store in Chicago
yho stocked her Missis
sippi store. While she waitid for the novelty of her
store to catch on, she drove
school buses full-time for
13 years and operated her

ness where she has an
shop part-time.
ln
1992, Shaheed established clientele.
"I am all for revitaliz
moved to St. Petersburg at
ing
and promoting eco
the urging of her daughter,
who had relocated here nomic growth in the 22nd
with her husband. Her first Street area, but there are
business venture was a black businesses outside
vendorship and soon she that area struggling to stay
was able to rent space on open that should be includ
ed in the plan the for revi
the south side of town.
It was suggested that talization," she said. "I am
she move her business to hopeful that this article will
22nd Street South, but she promote more black comchose to stay in the area . munity support, which has
where she has been a busi- been lacking."

THERE IS A REASON
TO READ THE

How can a seemingly
insignificant choice a
teenager made in 1941 help
put his oldest son in jail 20
years later?
“Spiral” is a book
about choices and percep
tion, written by author
Rhonda Campbell. It tells
the story of a powerful
black family in the South
in the 1940s and a young
boy accused of a heinous
crime he appears certain to
have committed. Set in the
heart of Memphis, Tennes
see's Shelby County in the
1940s, “Spiral” opens with
a news broadcast that alerts
a small town to the chilling
fact that a little girl is miss
ing. At the heart of the
story are the Tilsons, a
strong, immovable black
family with power, lt is
their son who finds himself
faced with a choice that
leaves the entire town
changed forever.
Politicians, attorneys,
judges and community lea
ders have disdain for the
Tilsons. Bringing them
down will increase the
chance that the majority of
the black population will
remain subservient and
continue to blindly obey
racial, economic
and
socially unjust demands.
Yet, the risk is high. The
Tilsons are widely respect
ed. Every black in the
small town they live in

supports their business, a
grocery store. Their chil
dren go to church and to
school and play with other
children whose parents
spend a lifetime working
land they will never own or
earn a decent living from.
The Tilsons are fearless
leaders in the black com
munity; for this their peers
both admire and envy
them.
The grandmother in
the story, Tammy Tilson, is
the daughter of a seer. She
works tirelessly to prevent
the upcoming marriage of
her oldest son to the daugh
ter of a man she suspects is
directly responsible for the
missing girl's abduction.
Her efforts fail. Four chil
dren come from the
unwanted union. One of
the children is a seer;
another is a troubled boy. It
is this boy, bom of this
most unwanted union, that
the story hinges around.
Read free excerpts
from “Spiral” at www.c
histell.com.
Author Denise Turney
has written the novels
“Love Has Many Faces”
and “Portia.’’With nearly
30 years of writing experi
ence, her works have
appeared in “Today's
Black Woman,” “Parade,”
“Sisters In Style” and
“Essence.”

GOD BLESS AMEKICA

Woman’s Day Marks
Historic March of 20,000
Women in South Africa—
by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - Highranking and high-achieving
women spoke at events
throughout South Africa
recently to mark the coun
try's annual Women's Day.
A national public holi
day, Women's Day com
memorates the 20,000
South African women who
on July 9 1956 marched to
the Union Building in
Pretoria to protest a gov
ernment move that would
mean all black women
would have to carry ID
passes. All black men al
ready had to carry them by
this point.
The women had an

appointment with then
Prime Minister J.G. Strijdom, who on the day re
fused to see them. After
seven years of further
protesting, black South
African women were
forced to carry the ID pass
es.
Now, July 9 has be
come Women's Day to
commemorate the 20,000
protesters and the contribu
tion of women in general to
the development of South
Africa's society.
This year's celebra
tions included talks in
Cape Town by two of
South Africa's most promi
nent . female officials,

Plan from pg. 1

students are getting kind of defining diversity and what
antsy and they needed are you talking about," in
some strength to control, order to recruit effectively.
particularly black male stu
Wedding said that is
dents."
why when they train the
The issue of what a members of the recruit
school with a female prin ment cadre they "show
cipal and assistant princi them the numbers," then
pals do when there are tell them what the goal is
problems with young black each year to try and
males such as smoking or improve.
Brown still expressed
horseplay in the restroom
led to an observation by concern because good faith
member Norman Brown.
efforts without accounta
"The system seems to bility didn't seem to yield
have, a very high suspen results.
sion rate. I've been on a
Barker said they hold
school board in another schools with no Africanstate. I've never seen these American faculty account
kinds of percentages. It able by advising them that
seems that the solution to their next hire should be
everything when a student black. She announced that
has a problem is to just sus the day before her depart
pend him for so many ment had decided to use
days," Brown said. "To me the first school district inthat's really a very poor service day, on Sept. 18, to
administrative method."
train principals and assis
Another question Con tant principals on hiring
cerned
Organizations practices. In this training
members had concerned they will give the adminis
the effectiveness of the trators numbers and tell
cadre of principals in their them "this is where we are,
attempts to recruit minori this is where we need to
ties.
be," Barker said.
Wedding said that their
Davis told Barker and
effectiveness at recruiting Wedding the group would
was an issue of concern help them any way they
and that the district rotates can and would invite them
principals on the recruit back next year to see "what
ment team and does train progress you have made."
ing as well.
Concerned Organiza
Concerned Organiza tions plans more work
tions member Abdul K. Ali shops next year. In the
told Barker he was "not meantime, the group plans
comfortable" with the to meet with the communi
vagueness the district ex ty to formulate recommen
pressed about diversity. dations to take to the
Because an increase in school board because "it's
black administrators was a the squeaky wheel that
court-ordered agreement makes things move," Davis
Ali said the district needed said’.
to be "much clearer on

minority recruitment offi
cer, means black applicants
will now see themselves
reflected in the district
human resources office.
However, the lack of
black administrators, espe
cially principals and assis
tant principals, remained
an issue of concern for
workshop participants.
In addition, Concerned
Organization
members
raised the issue of a specif
ic lack of black male teach
ers and administrators and
the problems that can
result.
Barker told the group
there were some schools in
the district with female
principals and assistant
principals and said, "We've
got gender issues as well as
racial."
Concerned
Citizen
member Adelle Jemison
pointed out that this lack of
African- American males
does not start with teachers
and administrators.
"African-American
males are in such short
supply. And that goes all
the way back to the student
level where you see fewer
and fewer black males
graduating, especially with
credentials that they can
use to go forward. And at
the teaching level black
males are at a premium,"
Jemison said.
"There was a time
when there was a concen
tration of black males pret
ty much at the middle
school level in those (assis
tant principal) positions.
You know that's when the

Mayor of Cape Town
Noma-India Mfeketho and
Health Minister Manto
Tshabalala-Msimang.
In Pretoria, hundreds
of people marched to the
Union Buildings, but the
main celebrations there
were marred when a tent
collapsed on President
Thabo Mbeki and other
dignitaries due to address
the 3,000 people gathered
by the Union Buildings.
One woman was injured by
the collapse. Mbeki es
caped unharmed, and after
some delay made a speech,
most of which was in the
native Xhosa language.
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sports news
Serena Forced to Withdraw from U.S.
Open, Loses No. 1 Ranking ——- -----The 21-year-old, who
has won five of the last six
Grand Slam tournaments,
has been forced to with
draw from the tournament
but she is expected to make
a full recovery. Williams
will be on the sidelines
between six to eight weeks.
"Serena has suffered from
quadriceps tendonitis of
her left knee for many
years, which has been con
trolled with medication and
physical' therapy treat- •
ments," said orthopedic
surgeon Rodney Gabriel,
who repaired the mid-por
tion of her left quadriceps
tendon. "She recently
developed
pain
that,
although improved with

Serena Williams

ST. PETERSBURG Serena Williams will not be
able to defend her U.S.
Open crown at Flushing
Meadows next week after
undergoing surgery to
repair a partially tom ten
don in her left knee.

treatment, increased when
ever she resumed tennis
activities."
Williams
has
not
played a tournament since
she
defended
her
Wimbledon crown at the
All England Club last
month. But it was thought
that she would be able to
play in the U.S. Open, the
final Grand Slam of the
season, which begins on
August 25 in New York.
"The WTA Tour is just
as disappointed as Serena.
We wish her a speedy and
complete recovery. The
sport will undoubtedly
miss her during her brief
absence," said Darrell Fry,
corporate communications

director for the St.
Petersburg based WTA.
"However, a host of talent
ed players will continue to
provide fans with exciting
women's professional ten
nis week after week."
One of those players is
Belgian Kim Clijsters who
overtook Williams as the
world’s No. 1 player after
the new WTA Tour rank
ings were published on
Monday. Williams is now
ranked No. 2.
Clijsters secured her
place as the world’s top
player when she defeated
Lindsay Davenport in the
final of the JPMorgan
Chase Open on Sunday in
Los Angeles.

R&B Superstar Monica Joins Tennis
Stars for Arthur Ashe Kids* Day
Former Olympian Summer Sanders and MTV’s Quddus host world's largest tennis and music
extravaganza
long festival of kids' tennis
activities including interac
tive games, musical enter
tainment, free clinics and
the World TeamTennis
finals will take place
Saturday, Aug. 23 at the
USTA National Tennis
Center in Flushing, N.Y.
Arthur Ashe Kids' Day is
the official kick off event
for the U.S. Open that runs
Aug. 25 — Sept. 7.
R&B superstar Monica
debuted her third critically
acclaimed album "After the
Storm" this past June land
ing at No. 1 on the
Billboard Albums chart.
Fueled by the chart topping
single "So Gone," she also
grabbed the No. 1 spot on
the R&B album chart. The
Atlanta-born
singer's
recording career has yield
ed more than 10 million
album sales, a Grammy
Award and numerous acco
lades, Her sophomore
album, "The Boy is Mine,"
sold more than three mil

Legendary tennis star
Arthur Ashe

WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.
- R&B superstar Monica,
rpffk . sensation Smash
Mouth and British charttopper Daniel Bedingfield
will join tennis stars Andre
Agassi, Andy Roddick,
Anna Koumikova, James
Blake and other top players
to headline Arthur Ashe
Kids' Day. Olympic Gold
Medalist/TV personality
Summer Sanders and MTV
VJ Quddus will host the
event.
The eighth annual day

lion copies and featured1 a
Grammy-winning No. 1
pop and R&B hit duet on
the title cut as well as
chart-topping singles, "The
First Night" and "Angel Of
Mine."
Smash Mouth is riding
the charts with its new sin
gle "You Are My Number
One" from its latest album,
"Get the Picture," released
on August 5. With three hit
albums under its belt,
Smash Mouth has topped
the charts with hits like
"Walkin' on the Sun" off
the "Fush Yu Mang"
album; "All Star" from the
"Astro Lounge" album; and
"I'm a Believer" from the
movie "Shrek" and the first
"Smash Mouth" album.
Daniel Bedingfield, the
23-year-old singer-songwriter from London, burst
into the spotlight with his
chart-breaking sensations
"Gotta Get Thru This" and
"If You're Not the One."
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His new hit single "Never
Gonna Leave Your Side" is
currently topping the U.K.
charts. A pop triumph who
blends R&B, pop, garage
and funk, Bedingfield has
been compared to everyone
from Craig David to Stevie
Wonder.
Gates open for Arthur
Ashe Kids' Day at 9 a.m.
on Saturday. The Arthur
Ashe Kids' Day stadium
show will take place from
12-1:30 p.m. and be broad
cast nationally by CBS on
Sunday from 12:30-2 p.m.
(EST). .
Arthur Ashe Kids' Day
benefits several youth-ori
ented charities and USA
Tennis National Junior
Tennis League, a program
founded by Arthur Ashe,
Charlie
Pasarell
and
Sheridan Snyder in 1969 to
provide tennis opportuni
ties to economically disad
vantaged youngsters.
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Florida A&M Signs Television Deal with
Urban Broadcasting—-----------------TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
- Florida A&M University
(FAMU) lhas agreed to a
five-years multi-million
dollar contract with the
Urban j
Broadcasting
Company (UBC) to pro
duce and; broadcast foot
ball and dther select athlet
ic events nationwide.
FAMU's j$24-million part
nership with UBC is part of
the university's overall
marketing push as it pre
pares to jmove its football
program
to
NCAA
Division 1-A in 2004.
“This five-year con
tract will generate a sub
stantial increase in revenue
for us each year," said
J.R.E. Lfee, FAMU’s direc
tor of athletics and former
UBC president. "And with
our schedule of football
classics in 2003 and our
effort to move to Division
1-A, the timing of such an
agreement will be vital to
the overall success of not
only football, but the total

The UBC is a New against Southern UniYork-based multi-media versity, the 1980 game
company that has begun to against University of
rollout its cable program Miami, the 1982 contest
ming nationally. UBC's against South Carolina
mission is to create inno State and the 1983 bout
vated and dynamic original against Tennessee State.
The university’s two
program geared for a mod
NCAA
Division 1-AA
ern
urban/multicultural
playoff games in 1978
market.
Up to this point, against Jackson State and
FAMU has never realized Massachusetts were also
more than $150,000 from aired by ABC, but televi
any one televised football sion revenues went to the
game, but this potential NCAA, which at that time
blockbuster deal could controlled the airing of col
lege football games.
change that.
Since 1983, FAMU has
During the period from
made
43 televised football
1978 to 1983, the ABC
Television Network aired appearances - all on vari
six FAMU football games: ous cable networks with
five regional games (two in ' mostly regional and some
1978 and one each in 1980, limited national exposure,
1982 and 1983) and one yet with little financial ben
nationally, the 1978 NCAA efit.
Further details on
Division
1-AA
broadcast schedules for
Championship game.
FAMU was paid as specific sports, markets
much as $150,000 each for will be available at a later
four of those games: their date.
1978 regular season game

FAMU 2003-2004 Football Schedule
8130
9106
9113
9120
9127
10/04
10111
10/18
10/25
11/01
11115
11/22

Alabama State at Detroit, Detroit Classic @ Ford Field
Morgan State HOME
University of Florida at Gainesville @ Florida Field
Tennessee State at Atlanta, Atlanta Football Classic @ Georgia Dome
Delaware State HOME
Jackson State at Indianapolis, Circle City Classic @ RCA Dome
Howard HOME
North Carolina A&T at Greensboro, NC
Norfolk State HOMECOMING
Hampton at Hampton. VA
South Carolina State at Orangeburg, SC
Bethune-Cookman at Orlando, Florida Classic @ Citrus Bowl

Gladiators Football Kicks Off with a
Classic------------------------------------------------------ST. PETERSBURGGibbs High Varsity Coach
Alvin Davis, is ready for
the new football season to
begin, . changes and all.
Davis is preparing the
Gladiators for the Fall
Classic on Aug. 28 at
Countryside High.
The expectations for
this season are high. "We

CAB FIBBFBS
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athletic program as well.
"The additional expo
sure FAMU will receive
from this agreement will
also enhance the image of
the entire university. The
expansive scope of this
package will allow us to
penetrate into markets that
the university had not been
previously exposed to."
Said Peggy Dodson,
president of the UBC:
"FAMU has a long history
of excellence in football
and other sports. UBC
Sports is excited about our
relationship with Florida
A&M and is looking for
ward to helping make them
a national brand. Our ulti
mate goal is to take black
college sports to the next
level."
"With this agreement
also comes the opportunity
to highlight key academic
programs and telecast the
sights and sounds of their
world famous ‘Marching
100’ band," she added.
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had a good spring game,"
recalled Davis, speaking of
the last time the team
played together. During the
May
8
game,
the
Gladiators played Boca
Ciega at Lakewood High,
beating them 21-7. The
Gladiators hope to capital
ize on that success going
into this season, improving
on last year’s 4 -6 record.
"Right now," said Davis,
"our goal is to win district."
"We should have a good
football season," said
Gibbs’ activities director,
Julius Wynn. He points out
that sophomore quarter
back Brandon Shorter is,
"maybe one of the best allaround players on the var
sity team." "He’s perhaps

our most explosive player,"
added Wynn.
Currently, Shorter and
last year’s quarterback,
junior Josh McKinnon, are
battling it out for the starter
position.
"They are both two
great players," said Davis.
For the classic, McKinnon
will play during the first
half, while Shorter will get
a chance towards the end.
With Gibbs undergoing
construction, the team has
been left without a home
field to play on. After
school practices for the
season are being held at the
Childs
Park
Youth
Complex, located off of
Fifth Avenue South and
43rd Street. Games slated

to be. "home" games will be
split between the football
fields at St. Petersburg and
Boca Ciega high schools.
Below is Gibbs varsity
football schedule. All
games begin at 7:30 p.m.:
Aug. 28
Fall
Classic at Countryside
Sept. 5 Dixie
Hollins
(away)
Sept. 11 Lakewood (away)
Sept. 19 Seminole (away)
Sept. 26 Largo at Boca
Ciega
Oct. 3 Boca Ciega at St.
Pete
Oct. 10 East Lake (away)
Oct. 16 Palm Harbor at St.
Pete (homecoming)
Oct. 24 St. Pete (away)
Oct. 31 Northeast (away)
Nov. 7 Dunedin at St;
Pete (parent’s night)
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STATE NEWS
B-CC Unveils New Performing Arts
Center —------ ------ —--------------------- --------

Scenic
DAYTONA BEACH Bethune-Cookman College
will unveil its new state-ofthe-art Mary McLeod
Bethune Performing Arts
Center on Wednesday,
Sept. 3, with a special rib
bon cutting and blessing
ceremony.
This will be the first of
several events that will
christen the new facility at
698
W.
International
Speedway Blvd. in Day
tona. On Oct. 3, a
Founder’s Day Celebration
will feature a commis
sioned work based on Dr.
Bethune’s last will and tes
tament.
The September event
will include an official

view

African blessing, prayers
from other religious de
nominations, performances
from the world-renowned
B-CC Concert Chorale and
Gospel Choir, community
presentations and tours of
the building. The program
will emphasize the facility
as being a cultural center
for the immediate area as
well as the central and
northern Florida regions.
The 2,500-seat, $23million structure, which
has become a focal point
for the city of Daytona
Beach, provides a capa
cious setting for an array of
cultural, musical and the
atrical events.
Notable features in-

Nighttime view

al equipment and executive
suites.
“The Performing Arts
Center will enhance the
downtown Daytona Beach
landscape and will serve as
a central cultural focus for
the entire community,” said
Rob Rothman, director for
the Mary McLeod Bethune
Performing Arts Center.
“It will be a. progres
sive center where the per
forming and visual arts will
converge to create'a gather
ing place for culture, enter
tainment and enjoyment for
the immediate and sur
rounding areas.”

elude:
• 100,00 sq. feet, avail
able for rental;
• 40 box seats;
• Professional sound/
lighting capabilities;
• Six private dressing
rooms;
• Green room for per
formers to meet friends,
VIPs and media;
• Capability to add
large pipe organ;
• Projection capability
for showing movies;
• Banquet Center seats
up to 250 people and
equipped with full kitchen;
and
• Meeting facilities
with large board room,
state-of-the-art audio-visu-

Jacksonville TV Personality Joins
Edward Waters College as Athletic
Director-------------------------------------------- —

Bob Alan

JACKSONVILLE
Bob Alan, a local television
weatherman in Jackson
ville, is the new director of
athletics at Edward Waters
College (EWC). In his new
role, Alan will help lead
fund-raising efforts for the
college’s athletic programs.
"I’m very excited
about this new role with
Edward Waters College,"
said Alan, who will be
directing 14 varsity sports
at EWC. "This college has
a place in history and
deserves to build on its rep
utation. This campus is
vibrant and healthy. Ed-

ward Waters College has
improved significantly in
the last few years1, and I
look forward to helping the
college build on its suc
cess. What’s good for
Edward Waters Cdllege is
good for Jacksonville." For more than six
years, Alan was a local tel
evision weatherman, hav
ing delivered forecasts to
thousands of viewers.
During his years on televi
sion, Alan was active in the
community, having been
involved with sevefal local
non-profit organizations.

Department of Education and
Scholarship Program

children.
"Florida's scholarship
programs have empowered
parents and given children
academic
opportunities
that were once beyond their
reach," said Bush. "We
want to ensure that our stu
dents continue to be served
and that parents are armed

with the information they
need to make the best
choice for their children."
More than 16,000 par
ticipated in the Corporate
Tax Credit Scholarship
Program, which provides
low-income parents with a
choice as to their children's
education. Approximately
8,000 students participated
in the McKay Scholarship
program for children with
disabilities.
Some 500 received
Opportunity Scholarships,
awarded to children attend
ing failing schools. Home
recently held a series of
roundtable
discussions
with stakeholders - parents,
students, private school
administrators, and others -

to discuss ways to improve
the various scholarship
programs.
"One thing became
clear as I listened to those
directly affected by our
scholarship programs - par
ents who have a choice
must have access to infor
mation," said Home. "We
will work to make sure that
all schools participating in
these programs comply
with regulations and those
that do not will no longer
be eligible to participate."
Horne introduced a
Sworn Compliance Form
for Private Schools Partici
pating in Scholarship Pro
grams. The Department of
Education (DOE) will con
struct a compliance data-

LAKE BUENA VISTA
- Beyonce Knowles, Kelly
Rowland and Michelle
Williams, the diva trio who
topped the charts as Des
tiny's Child, will join actor/
rapper LL Cool J, comedi
an Cedric the Entertainer
and Maze featuring Frankie
Beverly for the Tom Joyner
Family Reunion at Walt
Disney World Resort Aug.
28-Sept. 1.
The first-time event,
hosted by syndicated radio
personality Tom Joyner,
offers families who pur
chase an exclusive event
package access to all four
exciting Walt Disney
World theme parks and all
the entertainment shows,
seminars and activities,
plus surprises and goodies
Joyner has planned.
"This is a one-of-akind event and the first of
its kind at Disney World,"
said Joyner, known as the
"hardest working man in
radio." "We've got the hot
test comedy, R&B, hip-hop
and gospel artists - and the
best part is that it's all
geared toward families."
"There is no better
place for fun and family
than Walt Disney World,"
added Reggie Whitehead,
Disney's vice president of
special markets. "We are
excited about hosting Tom
and his family of listeners
at the Vacation Kingdom.
We want every family here
for this spectacular family
reunion event to have a
good time, get closer with
their loved ones and create
memories that will last a
lifetime."
Based at Disney's Cor-

Tom Joyner and Mickey Mouse

onado Springs Resort, re
union participants will
have a chance to enjoy the
magic of Disney with spe
cial events Joyner has
scheduled to make it truly a
unique experience, includ
ing:
• Opening night on
Downtown Disney Plea
sure Island featuring the
humor of Cedric the Enter
tainer and Mike Epps, who
starred in Next Friday and
Friday After Next.
• An "after party" ses
sion with the Gap Band.
• Tom Joyner Day at
Magic Kingdom and Dis
ney's Animal Kingdom during which families can
catch Tom in daily parades
and participate in other
specially planned activi
ties.
• The Funky Family
Throwdown at DisneyMGM Studios with per-

base by Aug. 27 to assist in
ensuring that all' private
schools participating in
state scholarship programs
are following state law.
Private schools have
until Sept. 10 to complete
the Sworn Compliance
Form and return it to DOE.
The forms must,be nota
rized and DOE may request
proof of compliance. The
information on the forms
will be added to > the data
base and made public on
DOE's
website
(www.fldoe.org). If a
school is deemed ineligi
ble, DOE will notify par
ents so that they may trans
fer their children to another
school.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER

BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISERS!

formances by Beyonce
Knowles and Kelly Row
land of Destiny's Child, LL
Cool J, Lil' Romeo, Maze
featuring Frankie Beverly,
Betty Wright and many
others.
• A Sunday morning
concert with performances
by Michelle Williams, Kurt
Carr and pioneering gospel
group Mighty Clouds of
Joy.
"We've got something
for everybody: the kids, the
parents and the grandpar
ents," Joyner said. "I guar
antee yon, there has never
been a family reunion like
this before!"
A family of four can
book a package for $2,500
that includes a three-night
hotel stay, theme park
admission, access to exclu
sive Tom Joyner Family
Reunion parties that feature
live entertainment at Plea

sure Island and DisneyMGM Studios, and en
trance to seminars and
workshops provided during
the event.
To book a specially
priced family package
guests can call 1-888-TJFAMILY (888-853-2645)
8:30 a.m.-7 p.m. MondayFriday and 8:30 a.m.-4
p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday. For more informa
tion about the events,
guests can visit www.black
americaweb .com.
The Tom Joyner Morn
ing Show reaches 8 million
listeners each week and is
carried on nearly 200 radio
stations across the country.
Helping Joyner keep Amer
ica entertained and in
formed each morning is the
Tom Joyner morning crew:
Sybil Wilkes, Myra J., JAnthony Brown, Ms. Du
pree and Tavis Smiley.
Regular segments on the
show include “Thursday
Morning Mom,” “Real
Fathers Real Men” and
“Tips for the Single Mom.”
Walt Disney . World
Resort in Lake Buena
Vista, Fla., is a world-class
entertainment and recre
ation center featuring four
theme parks, two water
adventure parks; 30 resort
hotels (20 owned and oper
ated by Walt Disney
World); 99 Holes ' of golf;
two full-service spas;
Disney's Wedding Pavi
lion; Disney's Wide World
of Sports Complex; and
Downtown Disney, an en
tertainment-shopping-din
ing complex.

SHAHEED 'S

NEWS

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

DEAD

10 - 50 % OFF SELECTED ITEMS
Plain Baseball Caps - Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
Negro League Jerseys (Limited Supply)
Men's Urban/Hip-Hop Wear

LINE IS 4

Schools to Provide More Information to Parents and Public
TALLAHASSEE
Gov. Jeb Bush recently
directed Commissioner of
Education Jim Horne to
work with private schools
participating in Florida's
various scholarship pro
grams to make more infor
mation available to parents
and the public. Florida's
scholarship programs have
benefited thousands of
lpw-income and disabled

Beyonce, Cedric the Entertainer, LL
Cool J and Maze Headline the Tom
Joyner Family Reunion-------------- --------

P.M.

Reg. Hours: Tues. - Sat. 11AM - 7 PM
Friday Hours: 11AM - 12:30PM - Reopen at 3PM - 7PM
Sunday and Monday by Appointment

MONDAY

1047 62nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
Skyway Plaza • (727)867-1338

•Egyptian Musk
Custom Blended Fragrances
Many More!
•Dread Caps/Headbands
• Jewelry/Assessories
* Natural Hair Braiding
& Locking
• African Ethnic Attire
• Incense, Oils, Black Soap,
African Shea Butter....More!!!.
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

i

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

1

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

i

i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you

overcome your problems no matter how big or small. ■

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene I
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
I
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She 1
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits, 1
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of l

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I’m doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

Hillary Williams

i

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
1
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

i

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

i
1

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

1

(813) 874-5581

1
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Religious
News
A Master-ful Event at
New Philadelphia-----to attend.
A “CreditSmart” work
shop to “Train-the-Trainer”
will be held on Aug. 30 at
main branch of St.
Petersburg Public Library.
Members of church family
who did not attend initial
workshop are encouraged
to register for this one.
More information on this
activity will be forthcom
ing next week.
The sermon series on
“Prayer and Fasting” will
continue on Sunday. Bible
Study focus will be con
cluding lessons on doctrine
of divine election. Study
material is provided for
both sermon series subject,
and Bible Study sessions.
Church family is urged to
take part in one or both
studies.

Church family will cel
ebrate the educational
attainment of a member on
Sunday
at
New
Philadelphia. Deaconess Jo
Ann Nesbitt, wife of the
Rev. Edward Nesbitt, Jr.,
associate pastor, will be
recognized for having
recently received her mas
ter’s degree. A reception in
her honor will take place at
end of mid-morning wor
ship.
Other members of
church family with mas
ter’s degrees will join Jo
Ann in this “Master-fill”
event. Persons bringing
covered dishes for this
occasion should contact
Louise
Flemming
or
Victoria
Gaskin
by
Saturday of this. week.
Friends and acquaintances
of Jo Ann are also invited

Greater St. Paul M.B.
Church----------------- - —
Clarke Hazley held at
Greater St. Paul. Anyone
interested in participating
in this musical may contact
the Rev. Hazley at (727)
866-7371 or (727) 8044481. You may also contact
Mary Jo Lee at (727) 3217039. The Rev. Clyde
Williams is pastor.

Greater St. Paul will
sponsor a bike-a-thon on
Saturday, Sept. 6, begin
ning at 7:30 a.m. All who
are interested in joining in
on this ride may contact
Deacon Michael Raines at
(727) 432-3052.
Also, on Sept. 12 at
7:30 p.m., there will be a
musical sponsored by Rev.

Pleasant Grove Missionary
BaptisT Church------- ------------ —
Pastor Gordon Curry
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, Aug. 24.
The Gospel Chorus
will render Song Service,
and the Adult Male Usher
Board will serve in the 7
a.m. Early Morning Wor
ship Service.
Sunday School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with Superin
tendent Deacon Philip Car
ter presiding.
Mid-Morning Worship
Service begins at 10:50
a.m. The Youth Praise
Team and Choir will render
Song Service, and the
Youth Usher Board will
serve. Rev. Corey Hodges,
pastor of the New Pilgrim
Baptist Church in Salt
Lake City, Utah, will bring
the message.
Also at 4 p.m., the in
stallation services for Rev.
Gordon Curry will be held.
Rev. Chico Dials, pastor of
New Life Fellowship
Church, will bring the mes
sage. The Mass Choir will
; render Song Service.
Transitional and Youth
Revival will be held
through Aug. 22. Rev. Jef
fery Johnson, pastor of
Eastern
Star
Baptist
Church in Indianapolis,
Ind., will be the revivalist.

Congress #2 Auxiliary
to the South Florida Pro
gressive Baptist Associa
tion will convene here Aug.
27-30.
The Mass Choir is
asked to render selections
on the opening program.
Rev. Gordon Curry is host
pastor. Rev. James C. Mc
Donald is president. Dr.
CT. Kirkland is moderator.
Congress #2 prayer
breakfast will be held Aug.
23 with the theme, “Lea
ders patience their faith.”
The Youth Choir will
rehearse on Saturday, Aug.
23, from 1:30-3:15 p.m.
Parents - please bring and
encourage your childlchildren to attend. Tempie Eth
eridge is supervisor.
Also, the Youth Usher
Board will meet at 3 p.m.
with their supervisors,
Henry and Julia Watkins.
Likewise, parents - encour-

age your'child to attend.
Youth Day will be held
on Sunday, Aug. 31, all
day. Note: the time change
for the Early Morning Ser
vice is 7:30 a.m. The Youth
Choir will sing in both ser
vices. ;j :
The | Outreach Mission
Center has free clothing,
shoes and non-perishable
food for i the needy. The
Center is located at 2500 Ninth Ave. S. Hours are
9:30 a.m.-5 p.m., MondayFriday, until 3 p.m. on Sat
urday. For information, call
(727) 322-5350.
Let us continue to keep
all sick* shut-ins, bereaved
and our'troops in prayer..
Thought for the week:
“Rest in the Lord, and wait
patiently for Him.” (Psalm
37:7) 1
May His peace be with
you until we meet again.

20th St. Church of
Christ-------------- ——
Twentieth
Street
Church of Christ held their
gospel meeting Aug. 18-20
with 7:30 p.m. services
nightly. 1
B.B. Gatson of San
Antonio, Texas, was the
guest speaker for the meet
ing-

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church------------------- ------------ ---------- “When praises go up, is, “Saving souls and sal
vaging lives” (Philippians
blessings come down.”
The Friendship Mis 1:19-20).
“Train up a child in the
sionary Baptist Church
family, under the leader way he should go, and
ship of Pastor John A. Ev when he is old, he will not
ans, Sr., invites you to join depart from it. Foolishness
us for Sunday worship ser is bound in the heart of a
vice this Sunday and to all child, but the rod of correc
church-related activities tion shall drive it far from
and events during the up him.” (Proverbs 22:6,15)
Schedule of events:
coming week.
Tuesday, Aug. 26 Services begin at 7:45
a.m. with Devotion will be Youth Church Enrichment
led by the Deacons and and all Youth Ministries.
youth. The Angelic, Teen Please plan to atteiid.
Wednesday, Aug. 27 Choirs and ushers will
serve in both services, and Noonday Bible Study; also
Pastor Evans will bring a Wednesday from 12-2
p.m., Bread of Life Minis
message from on high.
Church School com try serving lunch to all
mences at 9:30 a.m. with needy in the community ; 7
the superintendent in p.m., Prayer Service,
Praise Team, proclamation
charge.
A second service is for Bible Study is the book
held at 10:45 a.m. opening of Luke.
with Minister of Music
Thursday, Aug. 28 -7
John Frazier and the Praise p.m., Auxiliary and Minis
Team.
tries meetings..
Theme for Prayer Ser
Applicants
wanted:
vice in the month of August The Friendship Missionary

Baptist Church Music
Ministry is accepting res
umes for an organist. If you
are interested or know of
someone,, please contact
the church office at (727)
906-8300 or the Minister
of Music John Frazier at
(727) 866-1172.
We are remembering
all our sick and shut-in
members in prayer and
love knowing that a phone
call or a visit can really lift
one’s spirit when confined
in our homes or any med
ical facility.
Bereaved families are:
Lisa Crum lost her aunt on
Friday and Melvin Lump
kin lost his aunt in Jasper,
Fla. Our prayers are with
them , during this time of
bereavement.
Other pertinent news
can be found in the church
bulletin that’s passed out
each Sunday during serv
ice. To God be the glory. ,

Prayer works
IB.B. Gatson

Church directory
Greater Light AME Zion Church
1400 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727)823-3611
Tuesday............................................ ...Bible Study 7 p.m.
Friday......................... ......Evangelistic Service 7 p.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

Pastor Dr. Henry Jones

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

F
E
L
L

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

CENTER

GRACE
service
Sunday School

s
H
I
P

9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30

Evening Worship 6:30
Wed.-Pray 7:00

Bible Study 7:30

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE .

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE

INTHE

PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Queen Street

O
W

In Stores Now:
Power of Worship and Sound of Praise
CD’s and DVD’s
I *
Featuring the Stellar Award song "Let
There Be ’Praise" written toy Acclaimed
Producer and. Song Writer Joe Pace and
Israel Houghton’s Gospel Radio Hit
"God is Good," with a few of the new
cuts performed by Gary Oliver; and
Bishop Leonard Scott on the songs
"Come On Everybody" and "For the Lord
Is Good."

Church Ot God In Christ
1732 9th Avenue SOuth
St. Petersburg, FlOrida 33712
(727) 896-4356

The members would like to invite,
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are: ;
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds. -Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
\
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

3501 37th. St. So. • St. Pete, FL 33711
Church: 867-4144
Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M.
7:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Pastor,
Joseph Bobby Reid

Tuesday Prayer 1
Tuesday Bible Study
Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

Prayer/Praise Service

7:30 p.m. Wednesday
Bible Study

Co-Pastor: Sis. Rebecca L. Evans

8:00 p.m. Wednesday

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
.
. 11:15 a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
j 7:00 p.m.
Youth Bible Study (Tuesday) \ 6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.) 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Prayer (Sat.)

3850 Pompano Drive SE,
Coquina Key

Ph: 865-9636

Elder A. P. Conage, Pastor

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship Inc.

New
Covenant
Baptist
Church

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship

10:00 a.m.

6:00 a.m.

"All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Moore’s Chapel
AME Church
Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor
Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.

Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

-

3037 - Fairfield Avenue south

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727)321-3545
“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

■

Greater Mt. Zion
African METhodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . . . ................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ..............11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............. . ,5 p.m.
Evening Worship ......... ,6:30 p.m.
FTayer Meeting
Thursday.......................................... 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weekjrom church mattes one weak.”

Prayer Tower COGIC
“Praise the Lord, all ary Mary Conage from
ye nations. Praise Him, all Queen St. COGIC, New
ye people. For His merciful Generational Choir.
kindness is great toward
Thursday, Elder Andre
us, and the truth of the Shaw from Brown Memor
Lord endureth forever. ial COGIC, Inspirational
Praise ye the Lord.” Choir.
(Psalm 117)
Friday, Elder Clarence
Supt. Elder Clarence Welch, pastor, New Gener
Welch and the Prayer Tow ational Choir.
er COGIC church family
The Bartow District
welcome you with open youth meeting will be in
arms to worship with us at Ft. Myers on Aug. 23. The
any time. We encourage bus will leave the church at
your continual patronage, 2:45 p.m. sharp!
love, fellowship and sup
The Ministers’ and
port of our church. Re Deacons’
Wives
member that Prayer Tower Anniversary will be Aug.
is the tower of power, so 24. On Aug. 28, Prayer
you will be uniquely Tower will be fellowship
blessed.
ping with First Baptist
Mission itinerary:
Institutional Church at
The CWC is preparing 7:30 p.m.
for their Women’s Retreat
Verse for the week
Oct. 17-18. Please contact (Proverbs 14:29): “He that
Charolette Bryant, La- is slow to wrath is great
Veme Roberts or Connie understanding, but he that
Welch for additional infor is hasty of spirit exalteth
mation. We are encourag folly.”
ing all women of Prayer
Let us continue to pray
Tower to please partici for our sick and shut-in
pate, and “let us enjoy the members. Pray and study
Lord together in unity !”
the Word of God constant
The church will have ly. If I be lifted up from the
its annual Youth Revival earth, I will draw all men
Aug. 20-22,7:30 nightly.
unto Me. Let everything
The speakers will be:
that has breath praise the
Wednesday, Mission Lord!

Moore’s Chapel A.M.E. Church
Working
together,
ordinary people can per
form extraordinary feats.
They can lift things that
come into their hands a lit
tle higher, a little further on
toward the heights of
excellence.
Pastor
James
T.
Blount, officers and the
Moore’s Chapel Church
family cordially invite you
to worship with us. We are
a church where the Holy
Spirit reigns supremely
and where the Word of
God is changing lives.
Our morning worship
services are 7:45 am. and
11 a.m. Sunday School be
gins at 9:30 a.m. Breakfast
is served after 7:45 a.m.
worship service.
We encourage our par
ents, grandparents or guar
dians to bring your child/children to breakfast and
stay for Sunday School. It
will be a privilege and a
Christian pleasure to study
the Word of God together.
Friday, Aug. 15, we
had our fourth and final
Quarterly Conference for
the 2002-2003 conference
year. It was well attended,
and our reports indicated a

very spiritually and finally
sound year. Many new and
innovative programs were
initiated with very good
results. To God we give all
the glory and the praise.
The Rev. Jerome L. Den
mark is our presiding
elder.
The
women
of
Moore’s Chapel are excit
ed about our upcoming
Women’s Day which will
be held on Aug. 24. We are
excited, because the spirit
of God is moving our
women to the next level.
Our theme for our celebra
tion is, “Women of excel
lence: Mind, body and
spirit.”
The speaker for the
7:45 a.m. service is Linda
Bryant Smith of Bethel
Metropolitan
Baptist
Church, St. Petersburg,
and the speaker for the 11
a.m. service is, Yvette
Smith of Mt. Olive A.M.E.
Church, Tampa.
We suggest and en
courage you to come and
worship with us, for God is
doing a “new thing” at.
Moore’s Chapel. Various
persons from other visiting
churches will be participat

ing. Come and be spiritual
ly blessed!
Dates to remember:
Noon Day Prayer Wednesday, 12 p.m., Fel
lowship Hall (Annex).
Bible Study - Wednes
day, 7 p.m., Fellowship
Hall (Annex).
Tutoring - Third Grade
only (Reading), 6 p.m.,
Fellowship Hall (Annex).
For transportation to
worship services, Sunday
School or Bible Study, call
Bridget Keeley at (727)
321-9273 or Willie Frank
Bryant at (727) 894-6067

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church
Music Tony Young and Di
rectress Bobbie Tampa.
The Bread of Life will
be served by the Rev.
Carlos Senior of Pleasant
Grove Missionary Baptist
Church. Come let us wor
ship the Lord in the beauty
of holiness.
Weekly events:
• Prayer meeting and
Bible Study, Tuesday, 6:30
p.m.
.• Prayer Band, Thurs
day, 11 a.m.

The New Hope Mis
sionary Baptist Church
family invites each and ev
ery one of you to come
worship the Lord with us.
Sunday School begins
at 9 a.m. with Brenda Ad
ams in charge.
Morning worship be
gins at 10:15 a.m. with the
deacons in charge of a spir
it-filled Devotion. The
Youth Choir will render
praise and worship service
in song under Minister of

• Mass Choir rehearsal,
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
• Church meeting,
Aug. 27,7 p.m.
Upcoming events:
• Men Who Cook,
Sept. 21.
• Mass Choir Anniver
sary, Sept. 28.
Forget not

the Lord
and

His many
blessings!

St. Mark A.M.E. Church
“I will sing of the mer
cies of the Lord forever.
With my mouth will I make
known Your faithfulness to
all generations.” (Psalm
89:1) •
The members of St.
Mark A.M.E. Church, un
der the direction of our be
loved pastor, Pastor “K”,
invite the St. Petersburg
community to join them as
they celebrate their Annual
Dual Day.
The theme for this day
is, “Holy Ghost party.”
Two outstanding proclai-

mers of the Word of God
will bring forth the Word.
Rev. Frankie Fayson of
Greater Mt. Carmel A.M.E.
Church of Tampa will rep
resent the men, and
Missionary Daisy Lawson
of Pentecostal Temple, St.
Petersburg, will represent
the women.
Praise Service will be
rendered by the Voices of
Praise, and Archie Thomp
son of Bethel Community
Baptist Church will render
a spirit-filled saxophone
solo.

After this Sunday, Aug.
24, 11 a.m., Immaculate
Conception auditorium,
2100 - 26th Ave. S., will
never be the same, because
the presence of the Holy
Ghost will forever be in
that place.
St. Mark is continually
in prayer for the favor of
the Lord as they seek to
purchase their own facility.
We are forever mindful
that, “the gifts of the Lord
are not equal.” Yet, we also
know that through many
mouths of uncertainty, we

will be rewarded if we
don’t waver nor faint.
Please join the St.
Mark family in all of their
weekly services at the Bay
Vista Community Center,
7000 - Fourth St. S., Bible
Study and prayer meeting,
Wednesdays at 7 p.m.,
Church School, Sundays at
9:45 a.m., and morning
worship at 11 a.m. and
Youth Night every other
Friday night.
To God be the glory for
the great things He has
done.

Church Directory

ChrisT Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Friendship

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Missionary Baptist

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

327-0997

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Sunday SchooI ...................... ................ 9:30 a.m.

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

J wL

SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

1

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Morning Worship

11:00a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

General Bible Study

’

Thursday Night Prayer

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

4?

FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Rev. CIyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

Pastor John A. Evans

Baptist Training Union 5 p.ml
Tuesday Night

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
.7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church

'We're Busy as Bees -

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
wwwJakemageiore c@yahoo.coin

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study Tuesday
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Intercessory Prayer
Saturday

Youth Bible Study ..Thursday 6:00 PM.

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
ThIrd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

11:00 a.m.

Sunday Night Disciple Training................................ 6:00p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.................................................. 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study................................. 7:00p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural
Church, Everyone Welcome!

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

Traveler’s Rest
Missionary BaPtist
Church

phone;:

Rev.

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday SchooI........ ............. 9:30 a.m.
Frcr/er/Praise Service (Weds.). Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ffPTO CgTSidxJxLD
3455 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

955 - 20th Street SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PhOne: 894-4311

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

www.mzprogressive.org

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

"Church of The Open Door -

Centennial Celebration"

1903

"100 Years of God’s Favor "

2003

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Wayne

G.

323-7518

Thompson, Pastor

1

Sunday Worship..................

a-.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the upbuilding ofQods kingdom”

John A. Evans

Sunday School...................................................9:30 a.m.

9:30
10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 PM.

Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wife, Shana

Minister In Training

Sunday Morning Bible Class ...... . 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......... .. . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School ................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship .
......... 10:30 A.M.

Bro. Robert Smith

Pentecostal Temple Cburcl) of God ip Christ

But Sweet As Honey”

4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Sunday School, - 9:30 a.m.
MORN1NG WORSHIP - fl:OO A.M.

Come Worship with
the FmsT Baptist FamiLY

Are you doing what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

Black Presence in the
Bible Lecture Series

Frank Peterman
It is written in Hosea 4:6,
“My people are destroyed for

lack of knowledge...” And for

one month, every Tuesday at
7 p.m. the Rock of Jesus Mis
sionary Baptist Church, 420 6th St. S., has held a Black
Presence in the Bible lecture
series for men that welcomed
everyone to increase the
knowledge and understanding
about the contributions of
people of African descent to
Christianity.
The final lecture will be
Tuesday, Aug. 26, and will
include a prayer session for
the recent shootings at
Southside
Fundamental
School. The lecture series was
geared especially for black
males to encourage, build
self-esteem and understand
ing of who they are in God’s
eyesight.
Because of the devastat
ing impact of socio-economic
conditions in this society on
African-American males, the
St. Petersburg community
also experiences the horror of
despair and desperation that
leads to self-destructive ac
tions as exhibited by the re
cent shootings at this popular
community-wide basketball
site.
Pastor Frank Peterman,

Jr., believes this kind of lec
ture series, combined with a
prayer vigil as is planned by
the Rock of Jesus M.B.
Church, will demonstrate
God’s ability to transform and
change the mindset and
behavior of His people.
Peterman
says, “As
Christians, we believe in the
teachings of Jesus as stated in
the Bible that, ‘God is no
respecter of persons’” (Acts
10:34). This is interpreted that
God renders justice and
mercy to all people regardless
of their color or background.
However, the Bible clearly
demonstrates that people of
African descent helped to
establish the great Christian
movement that we know
today.
WHEN LIFE
KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES,

YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSI

TION TO PRAY!

We were so delighted to
welcome several guests and
visitors to our Sunday School
and
Morning
Worship
Service.
The adult lesson study re
minded us of God’s promises
to those who are faithful to
Him. Malachi chapters three
and four told us that God will
judge and reward us accord
ingly. However, God always
sends warning before destruc
tion.
Memories of the “good
ole days” were shared as we
discussed the process of refin
ing, purifying and cleansing
with fuller’s soap. We were
also reminded that God draws
near and takes note of us
when we honor Him in our
conversation and promises to
make us His special treasure
and spare us in the day of
judgment if we are faithful to
Him. His promises are of eter
nal worth, and we would do
well to take them to heart.
Pastor William Anderson
was excited as he preached an
anointed message to us from I

Greater MT. Zion
A.M.E. Church—

Travelers’ Rest M.B.
Church----------- --------

Pentecostal Temple
COGIC---------------------Kings 18:21-39. The Word of
God called us to make a deci
sion: “Who will you serve?”
Many times we allow people,
positions and possessions to
be our driving force. When
we put these things before
God, they become idols. God
hears our cries and ministers
to our needs. He deserves our
loyalty.
Pastor told us that Elijah
stood alone in the face of the
king and 850 false prophets to
declare God’s holiness and
power. We, too, must choose
to honor God with our lives
even if it means standing
alone. God will be with us
and will show Himself strong
on our behalf.
The Women in Ministry
will be in charge on the fourth
Sunday. We are looking for
ward to a Word from God
through our guest speaker,
Rose M. Davis. She has
recently relocated to St.
Petersburg from Chicago, Ill.
The service is sure to be a
blessing to all who are in
attendance.

Safely through another
week God has brought us on
our way. Let us now a bless
ing seek, waiting in His
courts today. Day of all the
week the best, emblem of
eternal rest. Day of all the
week the best, emblem of
eternal rest.
Pastor
D.
Franklin
Browne and Travelers’ Rest
congregation welcome all vis
itors and friends to worship
service this Sunday. The
Youth Department, under the
leadership of Renee Holt and
Carla Vaughn, will be in
charge of worship service.
The congregation and parents
are encouraged to please sup
port our children as they ren
der service to God.
Worship service times
are 8 a.m., 9:30 a.m. Sunday
School and 11 a.m. Pastor
Browne will deliver the
gospel messages at both serv
ices.
Family members and
ministry leaders are reminded
of Intercessory Prayer each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. Please

“Beloved, let us love one
another, for love is of God,

come praying for your min
istry, the church and the pas
tor.
Scheduled weekly activi
ties:
Thursday, Aug. 21 - 11
a.m., in-depth study of the
scripture and nursing home
visitation, Mid-Day Bible
Study; 7 p.m., Konsonant
Choir rehearsal.
Friday, Aug. 22 - 5:30
p.m., Praise Team rehearsal.
Saturday, Aug. 23 - 11
a.m., Verlie Ford Circle meet
ing and sick and shut-in visi
tation; 12 p.m., Men’s Bible
Study.
Monday, Aug. 25-7
p.m., Deacons Ministry meet
ing.
Wednesday, Aug. 27 - 77:30 p.m., Prayer of Inter
cessory; 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
Adult Bible Study.
We welcome you to join
our family. If you are new to
the area and have no church
home, we would love for you
to become a part of us.
Desiring transportation?
Please call (727) 822-486F

and everyone that loveth is
born of God and knoweth

God.” (I John 4:7)

Bethel Metropolitan
Bethel
Metropolitan also put in place the Upper
invites the community to join Room Prayer Time each
Friday at 7 p.m. They seek the
us for Worship Services at 8
and 11 a.m. and Sunday participation of the entire
School at 9:30 am. The Mass church and community in
Choir and Youth Ushers will praying for sick and shut-in,
guidance of the Holy Spirit,
serve.
The Prayer Ministry has church ministries and our
daily lives.
opened its Food Pantry. The
In
continuing
our
schedule is the first and third
Wednesday and second and Centennial Celebration, the
fourth Saturday of each ' anniversary committee will be
month, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. hosting an old fashion Fish
The Prayer Ministry has Fry Fellowship on Friday,

Ruffin and The Suncoast
Fellowship Choir, BMBC
Youth Choir and many others.
Mark your calendar and help
us lift the name of Jesus.
President Vivian Hannon
and the Missionary Society
will welcome Dr. Larry Mills,
Pastor of Mount Sinai Baptist
Church, Orlando, Fla., and
Moderator
for the West Coast District
Association as their speaker
for
the 11 a.m. Mission

Aug. 22 on the church
grounds from 5-8:30 pm.
Come and eat plenty of fish
and wash it down with ice
cold old fashion lemonade.
The committee is also joyful
ly preparing for our 2nd
Annual Night of Songs,
Saturday, Sept. 27 at 3 p.m.
Featuring
the
Copeland
Family Singers, Sistas With A
Vision, Hearts Afire, Vessels
of Praise, Clarity, The Mob
Ivey, Roshara, Minister Isaac

Sunday Service. Come share
with us and hear this dynamic
man of God minister the
Word.
Bethel Metropolitan is a
friendly body in Christ, with a
kaleidoscope of ministries for
all ages. We have been striv
ing to give a positive
Christian witness for 100
years, and we invite you to
join us.

Pastor Clarence Williams
and the Mt. Zion congre
gation welcome one and all
visitors and friends to wor
ship service this Sunday as
we prepare for our first annu
al “Commitment Service.”
Our leader, Pastor Williams,
could sense the need and
requests as many as can and
will join in. The focus is to re
dedicate and re-commit our
selves to Christ, the church
and be of service.
Our service times are
7:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. The
Youth Choir will render song
service throughout the day.
They will sing your soul
happy, and the presence of the
Holy Spirit is high. Join us for
a hallelujah good time in the
Lord, Church School begins
at 9:30 a.m„ and we encour
age you to come share as we
learn of God’s Word together.
Join us on Wednesday in
our Adult Bible Ministry (55
and over) from 11 a.m.-l p.m.
Pastor is the teacher. Feel free
to come and share in our
Vintage Bible Ministry.
Stop by Mt. Zion each
Wednesday from 7-8 p.m. for
our Hour of Power service.
We are having a good time.
Just come as you are.
The Sons of Allen Minis

try will sponsor their first
banquet on Aug. 23 at 7 p.m.
Make plans to come for a joy

ous time of fellowship.
The Harvest Day com
mittee is planning a great cel
ebration for all to enjoy.
Friday, Sept. 19, 7 p.m.,
you’re invited to be a part of
our third annual Evening of
Elegance and Gospel dining
to be held at Banquet
Masters. Plan on a high time
in the Lord. Diane Hughes of
the new WRXB radio station
will be our Mistress of Cere
monies. Entertainment from
local groups will be on hand.
Sunday, Sept. 21, we will
culminate our celebration in
worship at 7:30 a.m. and 11
a.m. More details to come as
our plans are finalized. The
speakers for the day will take
you to a new level, and the
Holy Ghost will show up and
show out. Come join us in
this celebration, for we stand
as a “TEAM - Together
Everyone Achieves More...”
Please join the Mt. Zion
family in weekly services:
• Monday - Bible Study,

6-7:30 p.m.
• Wednesday - Vintage
Bible Study, 11 a.m.-12:30
p.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6
p.m.; Hour of Power Praise
Service, 7-8 p.m.
• Friday, Aug. 22 Women of Power monthly
meeting, 6:30 p.m.

Deal Father, You Have Given So Much; Give
One Thing More - A Grateful Heart.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Trinity Presbyterian Church, USA

Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
“ The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference ”

2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810
9:00 AM ......................... ....Prayer Time
9:30 AiVl

................ .Sunday School

Sunday Morning Worship
10 ajn.
Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 pjn.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 pan.

JL

11:00 AM .......................................... Worship
12:30 PM After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

Cultural Arts Programs After School
Mon., Wed., Friday - 6:00pm - 8:00pm
Free Registration

Bus ministry provided for all services •

Morning Worship................................I.................................................. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday SchooI............. ............ ............................ ................................. 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship................................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible CIass Wed................................... 7:00 p.m.
Elder: Tony Smith
Transportation to Church: 727-743-3993 or 727-798-4430

11 Prescott Street South

Sunday Morning Study ............10:00 AM
Morning Worship ......................11:00 AM

Communion is observed quarterIy
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Rev. Emily Gillespie, Guest Minister
(The Church Of The Daily Word)

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

l!x Mb H
p.
1
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P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry........................................................................................ Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry .........................................................
............... ....................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............... .............. ..................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry . . ................................................ ................. ................................. Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

' s1 -

Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is Vkehcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
CIearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Personage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Services

Sunday Service .......................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday SchooI............................................
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .............................................
5:00p.m.
Weekly Services

BibIe CIass Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & BibIe Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody andChrist is ad.

St. Joseph Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Clifford F Cannedy. Sr Pastor

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

(813) 822-2455

(MO a'm-

Wednesday Youth

Morning Worship 1100 a.m
5:00 p.m
JgT.U
Evening Worship .. 6-00 p.m

Rehearsal..................

Tuesday Evening

BibIe Class................. 7*30 p.m

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 ajm. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

5:30 p m

•Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study . . 7 30 p m
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal.. 11 00 a m

Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

2120 -19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-5228

1135 37th STreeT South, St.
Pete, FL
EIder Clarence Welch. Pastor

Join us as we (ift up the name ofJesus

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody” '

2051 - 9th Avenue South,

1
Church Schoo1.

Communion........... ................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................... ........................................ . —7:30 p.m.

505 - 35th 'Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship ........................................... .7:45 a.m.
Sunday School . . ...................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship....................
.10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................ 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship.............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
BibIe Study/R-ayer Service . Thursday 7:30 p.m.

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
1

Early Morning Worship.................................................... 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........... ,................................................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................................................4:30 p.m.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Services:
Church School...................................................................................
9am
Praise & Worship Services . ......................................... ...
10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service...............................................
....................... 6:30pm
Bible Study
.............................................................................. 7pm

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Sunday Schoo!.......
9:30 am
Morning VtbrsMp......... .... ,rt a m \
Wight Worship. ,,f.................... . ,.7pm. ’
, 6 p.m.
I Tuesdcsy Bbto Class...... .'.
Riday Tory Service.......
Bp m
Saturday Sabbath Schooln am.

gj

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
H
H
■
™

'

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St.
Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

i.

JCeftr ^phtlahelyhta Cnnannntty Church

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South

.; T' ’

Alt Nations Church of
God By Faith

1

Sunday School...............
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ........................................................... 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).......... 6:00 p.m.

Your presence is welcomed

Unity Temple Of Truth
Church

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Churcti Phone: (727) 323-3210
Pastor’s Office: (727) 895-9591
Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

For more information, contact
Deborah R. Green, Executive Director,
at: (727) 821*9472

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

10th Street Church Of God

2611 5th. Aye. ’St. Petersburg, FL 33711

a

Gku&ch

Stewart-Isom MemoriaL Christian Methodist
EPISCOPAL Church
1820 Walton Street 5., St. Pete, FL 33712
<813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9 30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11 00 a m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Schoo110 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“To QodfBe The Qfory"

ft.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Black Cathdics Protest Harlem Church Supercuts to Pay $3.5 Million for Race
ClOsings-------------------------- --------- ---------- ------ Bias and Train Hundreds of Managers
by Mara
blocks that could serve long."
treated with a total lack of
in EEOC Settlement------------------------------NEW YORK, N.Y. these communities just as
However, St. Thomas respect and implying that
Ginnanp.

(IPS/GIN) - With the clos
ing of St. Thomas the
Apostle Church and reports
that two more Harlem
churches may also be shut,
parishioners and activists
fear that the Archdiocese is
reneging on its spiritual
commitment to the black
Catholic population of
Harlem.

Eric V. Tait Jr. of the
Harlem Preservation Foun
dation said he heard in a
meeting last year with
Archdiocese representa
tives that the Church of All
Saints and the Church of
the Resurrection are also
slated for closing, a report
that several Catholic priests
say they have heard as
well.
Tait said he suspects a
"cover-up" in the Archdio
cese in order to avoid con
frontation and to minimize
opposition to the possible
closure of as many as three
of seven Catholic churches
in Harlem.

But
according
to
Joseph Zwilling, spokes
man for the Archdiocese,
the decision to dose St.
Thomas was delayed as
long as possible and that no
other churches are current
ly under consideration for
closing.
Zwilling
said the
church closing is due only
in part to economic con
cerns, namely the estimat
ed $5 million it would cost
to renovate. He said the
congregation was simply
too small to keep the parish
open when there are other
churches within five or ten

well.

"It may be better for
the Harlem community to
consolidate and strengthen
each other," Zwilling said.
Estimates of registered
church parishioners ranged
from 100 to 240, according
to the Archdiocese.
The numbers are far
below the congregations
drawn by other churches
around the city, such as the
9,000 registered with the
Church of the Incarnation
in Washington Heights.

Churches have been
closing across the country
in record numbers due, in
part, to economic difficul
ties within the Catholic
Church caused by the
numerous lawsuits against
them for the sexual abuse
of minors by some clergy
members.
With as many as 3,000
priests implicated, the suits
have cost the Church over
$1 billion in the last two
decades, according to news
reports.
Father Evaristus Ohuche of the Church of Incar
nation understands the
Archdiocese's rationale for
the closings.
Regarding the possible
closing of the Church of
All Saints, his home parish
before he was ordained, he
said: "All Saints is a beau
tiful church, and I'd hate to
see it closed, but you just
can't keep a church open
when you only have 50
people showing up for
Sunday Mass. It's just not
possible. Actually, I'm sur
prised they waited this

parishioners are not as
resigned about the closing
of their church. They say
they have tried repeatedly
to reach Bishop McDon
nell, the Archdiocese's des
ignated point-person for
the closings, and received
no reply.
Protests and press con
ferences were held in July
and on Aug. 6 a final rally
was held outside the Arch
diocese headquarters. And
more protests are planned
by parishioners.
Tait expressed frustra
tion that the Archdiocese of
New York did not seem to
recognize the recent "re
naissance" of the Harlem
community - the gentrifi
cation of the neighborhood
and construction of large
housing complexes across
from St. Thomas - or the
importance
of
these
churches to the vitality of
the community, calling the
decision to close "short
sighted and selfish."
Julienne Jack, a parish
ioner of St. Thomas, said
she sees the closings as "a
way for the Church to pay
the bills for their pedo
philes."
No one knows exactly
what will be done with
the^ebeautifulbuildings-ifthey are closed, but Tait
suspects they will be dis
mantled and sold for parts,
at a higher profit than could
be made from the whole.
Activists said they
were disturbed by what
they called the lack of
response by the Archdio
cese, saying that they were

their racial and socio-eco
nomic status has influenced
their treatment.
"I see the Catholic
church deserting Harlem,
an area of African Ameri
can or darker raced peo
ple," Jack said. “Histor
ically, the Church has aban
doned areas of darker races
whenever money could be
found in Caucasian areas."
Zwilling denied these
allegations and maintained
that the "African-American
community is a priority for
the Catholic Church."
Blacks represent about
15 percent of the Catholic
population in New York
City and only 3.7 percent in
the rest of the United
States, according’ to the
Office of Black Ministry.
According to the Sec
retariat for African-Ameri
can Catholics, their num
bers in the U.S. is two million, with 1,300 Catholic
parishes,
13 AfricanAmerican Catholic; Bish
ops, six Diocesan Bishops,
250 priests and 300 nuns.
The highest concentra
tions of African-American
Catholics are in Southern
Louisiana and in the
Baltimore-Washington,
D.C. area.
Harlem resident Isa
dora Sims, drawn to the
physical beauty and'strong
community of St. Thomas,
said: "St. Thomas was a
very important part of this
community. Harlem just
won't be the same without
it."

Minority Media Group Helps Cable
Industry Navigate Changing Market Place
Annual conference focuses on diversity, emerging markets and
affirmative action
NEW YORK (BLACK
PR WIRE) - Racial parity
continues to be a hot topic
at the forefront of political,
social and economic debate
in the United States - so
much so that the Supreme
Court recently weighed in
on the issue. People of
color currently make up 33
percent of the U.S. popula
tion, according to recent
census data, and that num
ber is expected to increase
to nearly 50 percent by
2050. So, here's the ques
tion: Can businesses re
main viable entities with
out embracing diversity?
The answer is a re
sounding no, according to
the National Association
for Minorities in Cable
(NAMIC), which plans to
focus on the link between
diversity and business suc
cess at its 17th Annual
Conference being held
September 14-16, at the
Grand Hyatt New York.
The
conference,
themed "Embrace Diver
sity, Embrace Success,"
will be co-chaired by
Debra Lee, president and
COO, BET Holdings, Inc.,
and Patrick Esser, execu
tive vice president of oper
ations, Cox Communica-

tions.
Even in the face of
minority achievement in
the industry, there are those
who continue to thwart the
principles that promote
inclusion such as affirma
tive action and diversity
recruiting," said Jenny
Alonzo,
president
of
NAMIC, in a recent mes
sage to members. "Whether
it is in the Supreme Court
or in the corporate boardroom, we must remain vig
ilant for threats to hard won
progress."
NAMIC will not leave
any stone unturned at the
conference and plans to
address several industry
"hot buttons" such as capi
talizing on the emerging
Hispanic market, leverag
ing ethnic media to reach
multicultural audiences,
promoting positive racial
imagery in programming,
monitoring affirmative ac
tion, embracing diversity
recruitment and retention,
and focusing on new prod
ucts and customer service.
Conference sessions
include: "Targeting the
Hispanic Market to En
hance Your Bottom Line,"
"Research and Data Driven
Multicultural Marketing,"

"Advertising Dollars that
Target Multicultural Audi
ences," "A Crystal Clear
Picture on HDTY," and
"Managing
the
Total
Customer Experience: De
livering on the Advanced
Services Promise."
NAMIC is also vigilant
about diversifying upper
management within the in
dustry as the group's 2002
survey of minority employ
ment in the cable industry
revealed a concern about a
lack of people of color in
high-level positions. Ac
cording to the data, nearly
20 percent of minority re
spondents referred to
employment-related barri
ers such as a lack of minor
ity mentors in upper man
agement and a failure to
promote people of color to
executive positions. Cur
rently, minorities hold 7
percent of key management
positions, which includes
CEOs and senior vice pres
idents.
"We have made great
strides to have the cable
industry's workforce reflect
the general population,"
said Alonzo. "I am proud of
our history, but we still
have a long way to go, par
ticularly in achieving di-

versity in the uppermost
management levels.1'
To address this issue,
NAMIC will offer several
sessions that can help com
panies establish effective
diversity and mentoring
programs. Rosalyti Taylor
O'Neal, executive vice
president of Diversity,
MTV Networks, Matthew
C. Blank, chairman and
CEO, Showtime Networks,
Pamela Thomas Graham,
president and CEO, CNBC
and others will talk about
their organization's suc
cesses with diversity pro
grams and share strategies
for using diversity to
improve an organization's
culture and bottom line.
NAMIC will also
honor individuals and
organizations within the
cable industry who pro
mote ; diversity? with
Excellence Awards. This
special recognition is given
to celebrate outstanding
marketing and public rela
tions campaigns that are
targeted to ethnic markets.
For additional informa
tion about the 17th Annual
NAMIC Conference," visit
www.namic.com. I

Regional vice-president targeted African Americans

MIAMI - Recently the
U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) announced a vol
untary pre-litigation settle
ment of a race discrimina
tion case against Supercuts,
Inc., a nationwide chain of
hair salons based in Min
neapolis, Minn.’, for $3.5
million and significant re
medial relief.
The agreement, ob
tained through EEOC's
conciliation process, re
solves a charge by former
Regional Manager Richard
Quick, who claimed that
Supercuts Eastern Region
al Vice-President terminat
ed him for refusing to go
along with a plan to "bal
ance the platform" by
reducing the number of
African Americans em
ployed with the company.
The charge also included
claims that Supercuts failed
to hire and promote African
Americans and terminated
them due to their race.
Commenting on the
successful settlement, Mr.
Quick stated, "I am very
pleased with the outcome
of EEOC's investigation.
People should not be de
terred from getting or keep
ing a job because of the
color of their skin. I am
proud to have made a dif
ference in this ease."
... At,..the time he was

Pictured are Charging Party Richard Quick (center),
EEOC Miami Deputy Director Hollis Larkins (right)
and Miami Regional Attorney Delner FranklinThomas (left)

fired from Supercuts, Rich
ard Quick had advanced td
the level of Regional Man
ager and was responsible
for approximately 76 stores
in Florida, Georgia, Ten
nessee and Puerto Rico.
The agreement reached by
Supercuts will provide re
lief to African Americans
meeting certain qualifying
criteria who applied to,
were terminated from, or
denied promotions by Su
percuts Stores in its Eastern
Region between November
1996 and December 2001.
The Eastern Region covers
Georgia, Florida, Ken
tucky, New Jersey, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Rhode Island, Tennessee,

Virginia, Wisconsin and
Puerto Rico. Pursuant to
the conciliation agreement,
in addition to the monetary
payout, Supercuts will:
• Pay the costs of a
claims administrator to co
ordinate the claims distri
bution process;
• Post a quarter-page
advertisement in several
newspapers in the North
East regarding the discrim
ination claims; and
• Implement several
preventive measures in
cluding the production of a
one-hour training video to
be shown to approximately
750 store managers on an
annual basis during the
three-year duration of the

conciliation agreement.
"We commend Super
cuts for working coopera
tively with us to reach a
comprehensive voluntary
settlement through EEOC
conciliation without the
need for protracted litiga
tion,"
said
Federico
Costales, Director of the
agency's Miami District
Office, which negotiated
the agreement. "It is our
hope that other employers
will take notice if they find
themselves in a similar sit
uation and follow Super
cuts' example of agreeing
to voluntarily resolve an
EEOC case - which is in
the best interests of all par
ties."
EEOC's Miami Deputy
Director Hollis Larkins,
who helped lead the inves
tigation that spanned the
Eastern Region of the
United States, said: "The
extensive injunctive relief
set in place by the agree
ment will go a long way
towards ensuring that
African American appli
cants and employees of
Supercuts will be afforded
the freedom to compete
and advance in the work
place on a level playing
field without artificial bar
riers."
’

“Texas 11” Senators Call Redistricting ~
Plan Racist----------------------------------------------Senators Urge minority voters to call President Bush and ask him to
intervene
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. - The “Texas 11”
Democratic Senators are
urging minority voters
across the country to with
hold support for President
Bush’s re-election cam
paign until he tells the
Texas Republican leader
ship to back down from its
racist, ill-timed redistrict
ing plan.
“Many of George W.
Bush’s initiatives originat
ed in Texas, including the
No Child Left Behind Act.
Unfortunately, the new’
Bush initiative amounts to
the disenfranchisement of
1.4 million minority Texas
voters,”
said
Senator
Royce West (D-Dallas).
“This super-majority ploy
by Congressman Tom De
Lay amounts to political
segregation. Furthermore,
there is some evidence
President’s Bush support
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for this scheme will weak
en the Voting Rights Act in
2006,” West said.
“It is hypocritical for
George W. Bush to launch
new Latino voter outreach
programs while at the same
time diluting the voting
rights of minorities,” said
Senator Leticia Van de
Putte, a senator from San
Antonio and chair of the
Senate Democratic Caucus.
“Frankly, there is no reason
why any Latino, or any
minority, for that matter,
should even consider vot
ing for President Bush in
2004 until he makes a dra
matic gesture and inter
venes in Texas redistrict
ing.”
The Texas Democratic
Senators are asking minori
ty voters across America to
call the White House at
(202) 456-1111 or email
President Bush at presi-

dent@whitehouse.gov and
tell President Bush that this
redistricting plan is a bad
idea for Texas - and for the
whole country.
Eleven of Texas’ 12
Democratic Senators fled
the state on July 28 when it
became apparent that
Republican Gov. Rick
Perry and Lieutenant Gov
ernor David Dewhurst
would stop at nothing in
order to push through a
redistricting plan that deci
mated current Texas con
gressional districts and tar
geted voters’ choices for
Congress.
Several weeks ago,
Perry abruptly called an
unnecessary second redis
tricting special session, and
Lieutenant Governor Dew
hurst arbitrarily changed 20
years of Senate tradition by
eliminating the venerable
two-thirds voting rule in

the Senate. The Senators
have been in Albuquerque,
NM, since then and have
pledged not to return until
the Republican leadership
takes the unfair redistrict
ing plan off the table.
The Texas 11 Senators
are: Sen. Gonzalo Barrien
tos (D-Austin), Sen. Rod
ney Ellis (D-Houston),
Sen. Mario Gallegos, Jr.
(D-Houston), Sen. Juan
“Chuy” Hinojosa (D-McAllen), Sen. Eddie Lucio,
(D-Browrisville), Sen.
Frank Madia (D-San An
tonio), Sen. Elio Shapleigh
(D- El Paso), Sen. Leticia
Van de Putte (D- San
Antonio) (Senate Demo
cratic Caucus Chair), Sen.
Royce West (D-Dallas)
Sen. John Whitmire (DHouston), and Sen. Judith
Zaffirini (D-Laredo).
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Sack Gay Gishop or We Cut You Off:
African Anglicans to U.S. Church----by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN)
The
Anglican church in four
African nations may cut
their ties with the U.S.
branch of the church if it
doesn't overturn its recent
decision to appoint an
openly gay bishop, says a
senior African church offi
cial.

Archbishop Bernard
Malango,
representing
more than 600,000 An
glicans in Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Malawi and Bot
swana, protested! what he
called the "odd and unnatu
ral" election of Gene
Robinson as the new bish
op of New Hampshire.
"How can you have a

divorcee, and worse still a bishop of Canterbury Ro
man who sleeps with a fel wan Williams has said he
low man, to head a com ■will host a meeting in
munion?" Malango said, October to discuss the
issue.
speaking to Reuters.
Of the world's 70 mil
He added that 12 bish
lion
Anglicans, about 25.
ops would hold a crisis
meeting in Nairobi next million live in Africa.
month. Meanwhile, the
world leader of the
Anglican Church, Arch-

Government of National Unity to be
Forged in Liberia —--------- -------- --------- —
(IPS/GIN)-Leaders of
the rebel movements who
fought to remove former
President Charles Taylor in
a bloody three-year war
have agreed to forge a gov
ernment of national unity,
ending one of the remain
ing obstacles to peace.
The rebels had been
seeking a top post in an
interim power-sharing gov
ernment but yesterday, the
leader of the insurgent
Liberians United for Re-

conciliation
and
De
mocracy (LURD) said he
would no longer insist on
the vice-chairmanship of
the transitional government
due to lead Liberia for two
years.
"We are doing this to
show our commitment to
the early resolution of the
Liberian
crisis,"
said
George Dweh, a leader of
the rebel delegation, in a
press interview. "We want
to prove to the entire world

that this whole thing is not
about
Lurd
wanting
power."
West African mediators
had given rebels until mid
night on Saturday to drop
the demand, otherwise they
would suspend peace talks
for a month. While rebels
missed that deadline, talks
yesterday eventually se
cured their agreement.
Liberia's two main
rebel groups and govern
ment had agreed not to

seek the top positions in the
interim government.
The interim govern
ment is due to assume con
trol in October, taking over
from President Moses
Blah, the former vice-pres
ident. He was sworn in on
August 11 after Charles
Taylor quit under pressure
from the United States,
west African leaders and
the rebels.

By 2050, Africa Population May
Increase by One Billion —---------by Gabriel Packard
(IPS/GIN) - Africa's
population may increase by
more than 1 billion by
2050, and by that time six
of the world's twenty most
populous countries will be
African, says a report by
the Population Reference
Bureau.
I The recently published
2003 "World Population
Data Sheet," which pre
dicts the numbers of people
living in different countries
in 2050, calculates that by

then Nigeria will have the
world's 6th largest popula
tion, 307 million. The other
African countries in the top
twenty, says the report, will
be the Democratic Re
public of Congo, 9th DRC will also have great
est increase of any African
country; Ethiopia, 10th;
Egypt, 13th^Sudan, 19th;
and
Uganda,
20 th.
Currently the top twenty
only includes three African
countries - Nigeria, 9th;
Egypt, 15th; and Ethiopia,

17th.
The world's largest
country now - China, pop.
1.2 billion - will move
down to second place by
2050. And today's second
place, India, will move up
to the number one position
with 1.6 billion. The
world's two fastest growing
regions between now and
2050 will both be in Africa.
The population of "Middle
Africa," as the report calls
it, will grow to "193 per
cent of its current size by

2050; western Africa fol
lows, increasing to 142
percent of its 2003 popula
tion."
In the central African
country of DRC, Africa's
fastest growing country,
the population is expected
to rise from 56.6 million
now to 181 million in
2050. But the report adds,
"The
population
of
HIV/AIDS-ravaged south
ern Africa is projected to
fall by 22 percent."

‘Save the Children’ BlamesPoor
Donor Policies for Despair in
Ethiopia
ADDIS
ABABA
(IPS/GIN) - Millions of
dollars in foreign aid has
done little to lift living
standards in Ethiopia - and
in fact, people have be
come progressively poorer,
according to the charity,
"Save the Children," in a
recent report.
The new research by
Save the Children and the
Institute for Development
Studies found that living
standards among commu
nities across the economic
spectrum in this region
have worsened. Ethiopia is
now chronically dependent
on food aid and increasing
amounts of- international

assistance to meet emer
gency appeals and annual
food deficits.
The report faulted
practices by the U.S. of
pouring in hundreds of mil
lions of dollars of food aid,
while failing to tackle the
root causes of the massive
recurring crisis, namely
illiteracy, hunger, disease
and AIDS
"To spend hundreds of
millions of dollars on
emergency relief every
four or five years and then
not do enough in between
is a flawed approach," Save
the Children president
Charles MacCormack, said
during a visit to Ethiopia.

"What we are doing is too
little to late and we will
never solve these problems
- it will take forever."
Despite relative peace
and stable governance in
Ethiopia, the opportunities
to improve the basic living
conditions of communities
in the north-eastern high
lands have been missed.
Long-term aid that could
have made a difference has
not materialized. The result
is that more and more fam
ilies are becoming margin
alized, impoverished and
cut off from essential serv
ices such as access to clean
water, modem health serv
ices
and
education.

Ethiopia receives the low
est level of development
aid in sub-Saharan Africa $12 per capita a year compared to an average
$22
for
sub-Saharan
Africa.
The study is the third in
a series carried out by Save
the Children in the last ten
years.
Ethiopia is reeling
from a food crisis that has
affected 12.6 million peo
ple and which aid agencies
and the government say is
unprecedented in the coun
try's history.

Former Uganda President Dies
(IPS/GIN) - Idi Amin,
the former strongman of
Uganda whose one-man
rule lead to the deaths of
hundreds of thousands of
his countrymen in one of
Africa's bleakest periods,
died over the weekend in
exile in Saudi Arabia.
The 80-year-old former
heavyweight boxing cham
pion who called himself 'a
pure son of Africa' had
been on a life-support ma
chine since slipping into a
coma on July 18 in King
Faisal Specialist Hospital
in Jeddah.
According to hospital
sources, his death was due
to kidney failure.
In his eight years in
power he ordered the ex
pulsion of Uganda's Asian
business class, causing
economic chaos; flirted
with Palestinian hijackers,

leading to the Israeli raid
on Entebbe; invited the
Queen to come to Uganda
if she 'wanted a real man';
and fed his opponents to
crocodiles.
He was forced out in
1979 by a coalition of
Ugandan exiles and Tan
zanian troops. Amin's death
was welcomed by his for
mer victims and adver
saries. In Uganda, Oonapito Ekonioloit, press assis
tant to President Yoweri
Museveni, called Amin's
death 'good.'
Amin was bom into the
small Kakwa tribe in
Koboko, a villagein norths
west Uganda; his mother
claimed to be a sorceress.
At an early age, British
colonial forces groomed
him for a role in higher
office. He saw action in the
Mau Mau revolt in Kenya

in the early 1950s. By
1966, he was chief of staff
under Milton Obote, whom
he at first supported, but
then deposed in a coup in
1971.
Britain turned against
him after the expulsion of
40,000 Ugandan Asians,
when Amin announced that
God had told him to make
Uganda 'a black man's
country'.
He declared himself
King of Scotland, having
already promoted himself
to field marshal and award
ed himself the VC. In one
of his more bizarre mo
ments he swrete- to theQueen in 1975: 'I > would
like you to arrange for me
to visit Scotland, Ireland
and Wales to meet the
heads of revolutionary
movements
fighting
against your imperialist

oppression.'
Amin was unseated in
1979 by Ugandan army
exiles supported by Tan
zanian troops. He fled with
his five wives and dozens
of children to Libya. Later
he would seek refuge in
Saudi Arabia, where as a
Muslim he was able to
receive a pension.
Amin was buried in
Jiddah's Ruwais cemetery
after sunset prayers this
past Saturday, said a person
close to the family in the
Red Sea port city. The
source, who spoke on con
dition of anonymity, was
told that few people attend
ed the funeral.
Amin was a convert to
Islam, which encourages
burial on the day of death,
if possible.

obituaries
ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

DANDY, FREDDIE
L., 78, died August 7,2003.
Survivors include his wife,

I

Annie Jewel; one son,
Leroy; three grandchildren,
Michael, Tamara Dandy
Martin and Yvonda Dandy;
five great grandchildren;
three brothers, William
(Carolyn), Leroy (Mattie),
and Clarence (Lugussie);
and several nephews,
nieces and other relatives
and
friends.
McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.
SPAN, BOBBY L. “BBOP”, 48, died August 6,
2003. Survivors include his
mother, Thelmon L. Span;
two sons, Terrill Floyd and
Aaron Baxter, both of St.

Petersburg; five daughters,
Yolanda Mason, Christina
Ramsey, Daphne Johnson
and Ruth Johnson, all of St.
Petersburg, and Myia
Smarwt, Valdosta, Ga.;
eight brothers, Perrall
(Judy) Butler, Houston,
Texas, Willie (Beatrice)

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
fgg
for Veterans
“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

Williams; • two sisters,
Juanita White and Willa
Mapp, both of Rochester,
N.Y.; 12 grandchildren; 12
great grandchildren; five
great great grandchildren;
and
several
nieces,
nephews and cousins.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

Span, Augusta, S.C., Lewis
(Nell) Span and Henry
Span, all oLNewton, Ga.,
Jimmie King, Johnnie
King, Rase Miller and
Nathaniel Prince, all of St.
Petersburg; five sisters,
Shirley Spann Brown,
Albany, Ga., Connie Span
(Lionel) Ballard, Tampa,
Mary
Span,
Martha
Spratley
and
Mary
Spratley,
all
of St.
Petersburg; 22 grandchil
dren; three aunts; and sev
eral nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends. McRae
Funeral
Home,
St.
Petersburg.

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728

DOWN TO NOTH

ING, COD IS UP
TO SOMETHING!

"It's all taken care of"

A FuII Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Slnce 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

WILLIAMS, BEAT
RICE L., 86, died August 5,
2003. Survivors include
four children, Carolyn A.
Winton,
Glenda
E.
(George) Harris, Louie T.
(Lanita) Williams, Jr., and
Willie L. “Bill” (Brenda)

442-2388

Serenity Funeral Home, Inc.
Family Budget Plan $1,399.00
(Cloth Casket - Grey or Blue)

Traditional Burial $2,199.00
(20 Gauge Steel Casket) ;

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

Platts do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
/.
or Cemetery Services

Elder Leon Layell Thomas, Sr.

Cremations

Founder/Executive Director

Lisa M. Speights-Harley, LED.

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

1534 18th Avenue South * St. Petersburg, FL 33705

WHEN YOU'RE

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-515-9491

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
MEET
YOUR
M ATCH
1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157
$2.99 per min.

Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:
African American
History For
Students Aiid
Teachers On The
Web.

u ZvZ
3,4. 5 Bedrooms For Rent

EMPLOYMENT
DISPUTES?
cajj

in St Petersburg & Gulfport

Law Offices of

t

8 HOpS"?

< 181
'U 944
(813) 244 7388

Roderick O. Ford, P.A.

80%

WORKERS COMP.
INJURY?

www.africanaonIine.com

(813) 223-1200

SAVE UP TO

www.toonari.com

On Dental Services
Includes FREE Prescription, Vision

(727)864-6675

ADVERTISEMENT
REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS (RFOL
• RFO #03-011
PROFESSIONAL ARCHITECTURAL/ENGINEERING
SERVICES

Pursuant to Florida Statutes, Chapter .287.055, The St.
Petersburg Housing Authority (AKA: Housing Authority of the
City of St. Petersburg) (SPHA) invites qualified firms to submit
a letter of interest and supporting documentation relating to
Professional Architectural/Engineering Services. SPHA is seek
ing general services architectural firms. This is an indefinite
quantity contract solicitation, whereby SPHA intends to select
one or more firms qualified to provide architectural/engineering
services on an as-needed basis.
RFQ #03-011 document packages will be ready for pick-up on
Thursday, August 21,2003. Submittals are due by 2:00 p.m.
EST on Monday, September 15,2003.

If you are interested in submitting a Letter of Interest and other
required documents, please fax your request for a RFQ package
to (727) 552-1443 Monday through Friday, between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. You may also pick-up a copy in person
at 327 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (9th) Street South, St.
Petersburg, Florida 33705, from the General Services
Department during the same days and hours.

needed.

Answer

(813)223-1200

LEWIS ELECTRIC

construction, inc.

Specializing In
Affordable
Lit e«Health-Dental«Vlsio n
Disability«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

luuBgjtOjBjBljtfii

All Phases Of Residential

& Commercial Work

___
(727)492-8195

for you. Detailed informa
tion available.
Send SASE and $3.00 to:
Mr. Watson,
PO Box 771851-1851
Ocala, FL 34477

phones, greet visit

AND DISTRIBUTE MAIL, COPY AND DISTRIBUTE REPOK
CLERICAL DUTIES. COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE A PLUS.

Apply At:

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

E.O.E.

We Are A Drug & Smoke Free Workp

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

A Unique Professionll
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
A ccep ting A pplications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
&HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

call
L&W Offices of

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

n

Receptionist

Roderick O. Ford, P.A.

and Chiropractic Plans

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

FREE GRANTS Waiting

RECEPTIONIST

THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
JAMESTOWN COMPLEX
TOWNHOUSES & APARTMENTS
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR
2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES & APARTMENTS
SOME UNITS AVAILABLE AUGUST & SEPTEMBER

ALL APPLICANTS MUST QUALIFY BASED ON THE
CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG’S POLICIES AND
GUIDELINES. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY HOUSING.
SECTION 8 ACCEPTED.

HIV Case Manager.
Bachelor's degree in Human
Services
field required.
HIV experience preferred.
Fax resume to 727-327-7670
or email mcaskop@aol.com.

INCREASE SALES
DRASTICALLY
Innovative, Proven
Marketing Methods
FREE CD-R or Print
Information Show you how.
Only responsible for
$9.99 S&H to:
Mr. Watson,
PO Box 771851-1851
Ocala, FL 34477

HAVE A
NICE DAY

Bonded & Insured
Lid ER13012312

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.
For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

THERE
IS ONLY
ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE

WE DO SEAFOOD RIGHT!

DELUXE COMBO: |J

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKET « HiTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin1

FRESH GULF GROUPER
WITH SIX LG. SHRIMP,

j

$

7
L

COMPLETE WITH
COLESLAW,
CORNPUPP1ES, CHOICE

>

OF STEAK FRIES OR RICE
PILAF

7,
IX

10.99

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY . .. FOR OVER 21 YEARS

HOTLINE NUMBERS

Your Hospice

The Runaway Hotline:
800-RUNAWAY (786-2929)
Family Resources Counseling:
(727) 384-8336 or (727) 449-8336

(Pvt,
addtosv

Your
ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) Make those phone calls and pay
your bills. Be careful not to sign your time or your cash away.
Don't let the moods of those you live with get you down.
Extravagance and overindulgence are not a cure if you're feeling
Sony for yourself.
TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) You will be a real chatterbox this
week. Expect to pay more than anticipated for entertainment or
other purchases. Don't expect the whole family to be overjoyed.

Look into career choices and courses being offered.
GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Your best efforts will come through
hard work. Be careful when using machinery or electrical equip

YOUR
AD

When They’re Needed Most

COULD

We have a long way to go. So let us
hasten along the roadz the road of
human tenderness and generosity.
Groping, we may find one another's
hands in the dark.

ment. Your suggestions for fund raising events will be well
received. Realize that you don't have to do everything yourself.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) Travel will be most enticing.
Consider a cruise. Include the whole family or those you love.
Try to curb your bad habits. Your outgoing nature will win

hearts.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Avoid being intimately involved with
clients or colleagues. Don't let your partner get away with
spending too much of your mbney. Difficulties with females you

BE HERE
WORK

- Emily Green Balch
1946 Nobel Peace Laureate

live with could cause emotional stress. Rest and relaxation may

be required; minor health problems will prevail if you don't

watch your diet.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Social activities or travel should be
in your plans. This will be a good day for research and for sit
ting down with some good, informative reading material. Don't
hold back; go with the flow and take a bit of a chance. Take time

ING FOR
YOU!
Comfort Compassion & Community

to catch up on overdue correspondence.
LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Good friends will give you honest
answers. You can make changes to your home that will be pleas

(727) 586-4432 • www.thehospice.org

ing to all concerned. You will find that you are able to clear up
a number of small but important details. Put financial specula
tion with family members or friends on the back burner for now.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Involvement in groups of interest
will bring you in touch with important individuals. Don't ignore
any emotional issues that could be causing problems. If they re
too demanding, reconsider this union. Problems with females
you live or work with will try your patience and cause temper

flare ups.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) Someone you work with
may be trying to make you look bad. Everything is moving
quickly, just the way you like it. Think twice before you speak.
Social events held in your home will be successful and enter

taining for all.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22,-Jan. 20) You can make changes to
your living quarters, but not everyone will be'pleased with your
efforts. Do not overspend on entertainment. You will be able to
pick up on future trends if you keep your eyes peeled for unique
ideas. Regardless of your first reaction, the outcome will be

She Weekly Challenger
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

favorable.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Problems with your boss could
lead to unemployment. Curb any jealous fits if your partner has

The Weekly Challenger

been flirting with someone else. You should get into programs
that will enhance your appearance and help you to be the best

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

that you can. Be careful if a friend asks you for advice. . •
PISCES (Feb. 2Q-Mar. 20) You will also encounter individuals
who can help you further your goals. Your bankbook will suffer

(727) - 822-8996

and your restrictions will put a damper on your relationship. Try
to curb your bad habits. Delve into worthwhile causes that will

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Are you in colIege?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

Subscription:
“YkiU

Home DeliVery

6 Months

Annual

$18

$30

10

18

Name

Address_
City_ _

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?_

CALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make cheeks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

show results if you put in the effort.

<

16
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REMEMBER WHEN?
Dr. Nathaniel H. Jones,
the youngest of three sons,
was born to the late
William and Mellie Matter
Jones on August 13, 1897,
in Live Oak, Fla. Having
been reared by parents who
believed in divine guid
ance, Dr. Jones remem
bered his Creator in the
days
of his
youth.
Consequently, he spent
many of his boyhood years
in the religious service of
Ebenezer A.M.E. Church
of Live Oak.
His successful educa
tional career began when
he graduated from Florida
Memorial College in Live
Oak. He continued his edu
cation in the field of med
ical science at Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Ga.,
where he finished in 1922.
Having become determined
to be a medical doctor, he
entered Meharry Medical
College in Nashville,
Tenn., where he got his
M.D. in 1926.
On June 6, 1928, he
married Daisy Aikens of
Atlanta. They had one son
who passed and one devot-

ed daughter, Olivia, who
has been a source of inspi
ration for them. In 1928 Dr.
Jones chose Ocala for his
home. He and his wife
joined the Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church. He was treasurer,
trustee and steward of the
church.
From 1928 to 1970, he
was a member of the
American
Medical
Association, the National
Medical Association, the
Florida
Medical
Association and the Marion
County Medical Society.
He was also member of the
American Academy of
General Practitioners, the
American Cancer Society,
the Medical, Dental and
Pharmaceutical
Association, a staff mem
ber of Munroe Memorial
Hospital and was given a
citation for 23 years of
service.
Dr. Jones was a mem
ber of the Masonic Lodge,
Pride of Ocala #1, a mem
ber of the American Legion
Post 210, a member of the
Chamber of Commerce, the
Committee
of
One
Hundred and a Veteran of

Foreign Wars, as he served
in World War I.
In addition, he was past
president and charter mem
ber of Florida A&M
University Medical Clinic,
past president of Central
Florida Medical, Dental
and
Pharmaceutical
Association, past Basileus
and present chaplain of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc.

Dr.
Runnette
F.
Williams, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Flowers Hunt, was bom in
Donaldsonville, Ga. At a
very early age, her parents
moved to Ocala, and she
received her early academ
ic training in the local
schools. At Howard High
School, she held member
ship in the National Honor
Society,
the
Student
Council and the Dance
Group. She received her
high school diploma from
Howard High School in
June 1963 and was a vale
dictorian of the class. It
was during these years that
she expressed the desire to
become a pediatrician.
Runnette never lost
sight of her goal to become
a pediatrician, and with
determination, faith and
courage, she entered the
Meharry Medical College,
Nashville. In May 1973,
she received the Doctor of
Medicine degree with pedi
atrics as her major area of
study. Because of her out

standing record, she was
the recipient of four schol
arships while at Meharry.
Dr. Williams was the
first black female doctor
from Ocala since Dr. C.E.
Mitchell in 1908. She is
married to W. Alphonso
Williams, a law student at
John Marshall Law School,
Atlanta.
Her dreams are becom
ing realities. Yet she
remains humble and grate
ful. She has always been
hopeful and cheerful, and
she has gone about her
business with a smile on
her face. She has taken the
changes and chances of her
life courageously, facing
the rough and smooth alike.
We admire her! We
congratulate her! We hope
for her untold happiness
and success throughout her.
life.

Frank G. Pinkston is a
native of Palatka, Fla. He
received his college train
ing at Florida Memorial in
St. Augustine. He took up
pharmaceutical training at
Howard University in
Washington, D.C., and did
internship at Freedman’s
Hospital.
Dr. Pinkston’s first
experience as a pharmacist
was in Washington, D.C.
Later he worked in New
York City, Jacksonville,
Miami,
Sanford
and
Tampa. Finally he operated
Pinkston’s Drug Store on
West Broadway for a num

ber of years here in Ocala,
where he retired after many
fruitful years. He is still
busy with his hobbies.
With the help of Dr.
N.H. Jones and Dr. V.H.
Wright, Dr. E.E. Lamb per
formed a major operation
on Daisy Lee Woodbury of
Ocala. Surgery iwas1 per
formed at Dr. Lamb’s clinic
on West Broadway, on Dec.
31, 1952. The operation
was a success. This was the
first time that a Negro per
formed such an operation
in his clinic without having
to call in a white doctor. If
the patient had gone to the
county hospital, Dr. Lamb
would not have done the
job, although he was well
qualified.
As of 1952, it was felt
by some of the Negro citi
zens that the colored doc
tors should be given the
privilege of using the facil
ities at the hospital if they
were qualified, since it is

supported by the taxpayers.
Now any doctor can oper
ate
at
the
Munroe
Memorial Hospital if he
has the insurance and the
skill.
HOWARD ACADEMY
Hello 1950 classmates!
Hope you have been well
and are looking forward to
coming together again in
October in Ocala.
This is the plan:
On Friday, Oct. 24, trip
to St. Augustine via bus.
On Saturday, Oct. 25,
breakfast at Shoney’s. Pick
up your own tab. In the
evening,
banquet
at
Courtyard Marriott.
On Sunday, Oct. 26,
worship service at Mt.
Tabor Methodist Church.
The fee for this must be
paid'
by
Sept.
28.
Classmates - if you do not
participate in either of these
activities, please come and
worship with us.
Our monthly meeting

George Lee and Hopewell
will be in charge.
*****

will be held Sun., Aug. 24,
4 p.m. We are asking all
classmates to be present.

FOOD GIVEAWAY
PROGRAM
GREATER HOPEWELL
This program came to
Greater Hopewell M.B.
Ocala
some 20 years ago.
Church Pastor Anniversary
by
the
will end Sunday, Aug. 24,4 Sponsored
p.m., with Elder Dennis Federation of Brothers with
Hagins, Sr., and Greater the aid of Bertha Kyler,
New Bethel M.B. Church Corrine Booze, James
family in charge. Pastor Thorpe was the president.
Lee has been with us 37 Corrine Booze and her co
years, so please come and workers are still working
let us show our love. We with the program, also,
wish more happy years for Bertha Kyler. Corrine
Booze’s co-workers are
Rev. and Sister Lee.
Greater Hopewell will Lillie Mae Langston, Sadie
fellowship with St. Paul Hughes, Elder Murray
A.M.E. SUnday, Aug. 24, .Jammarine and Leslie
9:30 a.m., Sunday School Milton.
and 11 a.m. service. Rev.

There is a Reason to
Read The Weekly
Challenger

Professional Hair Care PrOducts

DESIGNS

WAVES

Can Find These Products At These Locations:

BY DESIGN™
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Buy One Get One

FREE

Ocean Spray Juice
Cran-Raspberry, Cran-Strawberry, CranApple, Cranberry Cocktail, Cran-Grape,
White Cranberry, White Cranberry Peach,White Cranberry Strawberry, Light
Cran-Raspberry, Light Cran-Grape From
Concentrate, Light Cranberry Cocktail,
White Cranberry Apple, Cran-Cherry,
Cranberry Cocktail Calcium or Light
White Cranberry, 64-oz bot. (Limit two
deals on selected advertised varieties.)

12-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola Products
12-oz can (Limit six deals on
selected advertised varieties.)
■ (Selected Coca-Cola Products,
2-L bot....... 99) Save up to 2.78 on
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Prices Effective
Thursday, August 21 through
Wednesday, August 27,2003.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier,
Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk,
Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

■■■■■■■■■I

General Mills Cereal
Assorted Varieties

Limit one deal per coupon per
customer. Customer is responsible

for all applicable taxes.
Coupon effective August 21 - 27, 2003.

Save 2.00

LU# 5721

Buy One Get One

FREE
Nabisco
Ritz Crackers
orRitzBits
Sandwiches

HRq

15.6-oz or Larger box of

Save up to 3. 29
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The Purchase of One (1)

Assorted Varieties, 9 to 16-oz box
(Limit two deals on selected advertised
varieties.) (Excluding 12-oz Ritz
Crackers.) Save up to 3.49

Where shopping is a pleasure.
Visit our website at www.pubIix.com

FREE

4-Pack
Bumble Bee Chunk
Light Tuna & Water
Cluster Pack, 6-oz can
(Limit two deals on selected

advertised varieties.) Save up
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Buy One Get One

Buy One Get One

to 2.63

Scotties
Facial Tissues
. Accents, 85-.ct. box,
White, 160-ct. box or Hypoallergenic
White Unscented With Soothing Aloe,
65-ct. box (Limit two deals on selected
advertised varieties.) Save up to 1.29
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